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ABSTRACT
 
This study of space-based solar power systems (SSPS) addresses
 
a variety of economic and programmatic issues relevant to the develop­
ment and deployment of an SSPS Fleet. Specifically, the study focuses
 
on the costs, uncertainties and risks associated with the current
 
photovaltaic SSPS configuration, and with issues affecting the develop­
ment of an economically viable SSPS development program. In particular,
 
the desirability of a low earth orbit (LEO) demonstration satellite and
 
a geosynchronous (GEO) pilot satellite is examined and critical technol­
ogy areas are identified. In addition,,a preliminary examination of
 
utility interface issues is reported.
 
The main focus of the effort reported herein has been the de­
velopment of SSPS unit production (nth item), and operation and main­
tenance cost models suitable for incorporation into a risk assessment
 
(Monte Carlo) model (RAM). The RAM was then used to evaluate the current
 
SSPS configuration expected costs and cost risk associated with this
 
configuration. By examining differential costs and cost risk as a func­
tion of postulated technology developments, the critical technologies,
 
that is, those which drive costs and/or cost risk, have been identified.
 
It is shown that the key technology area deals with the productivity of
 
man in space, not, as might be expected, with some hardware component
 
technology.
 
An assessment of LEO and GEO test satellites as components of
 
the SSPS developmen't program was performed using a decision tree approach. 
Three specific developntient program options were examined. It is shown that
 
the most desirable program option, of those options examined, is the direct
 
development option. That is,within the context of the assumptions made
 
and the preliminary cost estimates for the LEO and GEO test satellite
 
subprogram options examined, these tests have a negative net value. Based
 
upon the results of the risk assessment, a programmatic risk assessment
 
was conducted. This assessment indicates that the probability of success­
fully implementing the current confiquration SSPS appears to be sufficiently
 
high so that an economically justifiable program plan for the pursuit of
 
the SSPS concept can be developed.
 
It should be cautioned that the economic analyses-discussed herein
 
are preliminary and make use of program plans and data that need further re­
view. Thus, while the methodologies employed are sound and may lead to
 
significant results, and the insights gained from these analyses may be
 
valuable, decisions should be based on the results only after a thorough
 
review of the cost model, the data used ind the assumptions made for the
 
analyses.
 
Finally, a few utility interface issues were identified and
 
preliminarily examined. These include the need for and cost of installed
 
reserve as a function of SSPS reliability/availability, the effect of
 
power fluctuations due to clouds, precipitation and Faraday rotation,
 
and the effect of power outage due to solar eclipse near the equinoxes.
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1. 	INTRODUCTION TO COST, UNCERTAINTY AND RISK
 
ANALYSIS OF SPACE SYSTEMS
 
An 	investment or engineering decision involves the commitment
 
of resources with 'the hope of future benefits. In order to determine
 
how best to commit resources, decision makers are forced to predict,
 
forecast, or guess the future. The uncertainty about the exact course
 
of future events creates risk in the form of unforeseen fluctuations in
 
the resulting resource costs and cost-flow patterns. Since the future
 
is not (and generally cannot be) known with certainty, the evaluation,
 
comparison and decision making process must explicitly take into ac­
count the effect of uncertainty and risk.
 
The above notion is brought to light most vividly by a simple
 
coin-toss game described by Daniel Bernoulli that has become known as
 
the St. Petersburg paradox flJ. First, a player must pay to enter the
 
game. Then, a fair coin is tossed until it falls -heads on the nth
 
toss at which time the player receives a prize of $2n. The question is,
 
how much the player should be willing to pay to enter the game. Since
 
the probability of a head first occurring on the nth toss is ( )n, the
 
expected value* of the game is infinite.
 
E.V. = Z 2n ( )n = 
n=1
 
Thus, a decision maker who does not consider risks should be happy to
 
pay 	any sum of money to enter the game. Yet, although the possible
 
winnings are very high, the probability of winning a significant amount
 
is remote. For example, the player can win only $32 if a head first
 
occurs on the fifth toss but his chance of lasting to the fifth toss
 
-without a head is only 1/32. In fact, to take the illustration one step
 
further, it can be noted that the player should expect that the expected
 
value of the game, infinity, will never be achieved. Thus, not only
 
should one never count on an expected value occurring but, in addition,
 
there exist special cases for which the expected value can never occur.
 
Clearly, informed decisions and proper selection of alternatives or
 
courses of action should be based upon more than the consideration of
 
The expected value (E.V.) or mean value of a function,' f(x),
 
of a random variable, x, is the sum of all values f(x) may
 
take, each value weighted by its probability of occurrance,
 
p.(x) , or mathematically:
 
E.V. = I f(x.) p (xi) 
range
 
of xi
 
2 
the most likely or expected situations - they should consider the
 
relative levelsof risk. In order to accomplish this, risk must be
 
quantified in the same sense that most likely or expected values are
 
quantified. In other words, decision makers must take into account what
 
can go right and what can go wrong and the chance of going right or
 
wrong and this should be done quantitatively. A method is presented in
 
the following pages which demonstrates how engineering and cost uncer­
tainties and reliability can be taken into account in order to quanti­
tatively assess costs and cost risks associated with space power systems.
 
FigureJ.l1 places risk analysis in perspective with typical
 
engineering analyses. Most engineering analyses are point estimates. A
 
point estimate isobtained by inputting the "best guess" or estimate of
 
the various system parameters into a model to obtain "single number"
 
estimates of system cost or performance. Point estimating procedures
 
seek an answer to the question, What do you think? It is often recog­
nized that point estimates can be wrong. Thus, a next step is generally
 
to conduct a sensitivity analysis. A sensitivity analysis considers
 
variations around the "best guess" parameters of the point estimate and
 
thus addresses the question, What if you are wrong? Risk analysis, on
 
the other hand, adds a new dimension by addressing the question, What do
 
you know? To do this, it provides a framework for adding ranges and
 
probability distributions of system parameters for input to system
 
models and provides, as output, ranges and probcbility distributions of
 
system cost and performance rather than single number estimates of these
 
values.
 
The answer to the question, What do you know?, incorporates
 
the answer to the question, What do you think? As shown in Figure 1.2,
 
the answer to the question, What do you think?, is typically the most
 
likely value for a parameter to take on. That is, it is the value of
 
the parameter for which the probability density function* obtains a max­
imum. In addition, however, it includes information such as the minimum
 
and maximum values which the parameter can assume (that is,the range of
 
the parameter outside of which there is zero probability of occurrence
 
of the parameter) and confidence bounds which serves to establish the
 
form of the probability density function.
 
As an adjunct to the above discussion, it can be observed that,
 
in general, for continuous distribution functions such as the one shown
 
in Figure 1.2, there is a zero probability that exactly the most likely
 
value will occur. In other words, there is probability one that the ans­
wer to the question, What do you think?, is wrong.
 
The probability density function, p(x), gives the probability per
 
unit of x that a random variable, x; lies between the value x and
 
x0+Ax for very small Ax. That is, the probability that x takes on
 
a value between x and x+Axo is
 
P(xo )AX
 
PONiSENSTVIIITY 	 RIS
 
ESTIMATE " - ANALYSIS 	 ANALYSIS
 
"BEST GUESS" VARIATIONS OF RANGES AND DISTRIBUTIONS
 
OF SYSTEM SYSTEM PARAMETERS OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS
 
PARAMETERS AROUND THE "BEST
 
GUESS" 	 PROVIDES EXPECTED
 
o 	MASSES VALUE AND DISTRIBUTION
 
EFFICIENCIES a A MASSES OF "SINGLE NUMBER"
 
RELIABILITIES a a EFFICIENCIES ESTIMATE
 
o 	COSTS a A RELIABILITIES 
a A COSTS
 
PROVIDES "SINGLE
 
NUMBER" ESTIMATE PROVIDES "SENSIT-JITY"
 
OF SINGLE NUMBER
 
ESTIMATE TO INPUT DATA
 
WHAT DO YOU THINK?. WHAT IF YOU ARE WRONG? WHAT DO YOU KNOW?
 
Figure 1.1 Risk Analysis
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Probability
 
Density
 
Function
 
(Pdf),
 
.p(x)
 
J90'. CONF. BOUND 
MEN 	 MOST MAX 
LIKELY 
Parameter, x (Random Variable) 
Figure 1.2 	 Quantifyinq the State-of-Knowledge 
Relative to d Parameter, x 
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1.1 
One is thus led to question the validity of point cost esti­
mates. Indeed, without performing a risk analysis, cost estimates are
 
generally wrong and almost invariably low. The reason for this is
 
easily explained within the context of risk analysis. System cost
 
estimates are generally performed by dividing the system into subsystems,
 
costing the subsystems individually and summing these costs to obtain
 
the total system cost. However, itmust be recognized that a cost es­
timate is a forecast of the future and thus can be expressed only as a
 
probability distribution. Hence, single point estimates are, in fact,
 
samples from such distributions. A characteristic of most aerospace
 
subsystem cost probability distributions is that they are skewed such
 
that the mean or expected value of the distribution is higher than the
 
most likely value. But it is the most likely value that is generally

obtained by soliciting point estimates. Now, when one adds the sub­
system costs together to obtain the total system cost, whether it is
 
explicitly recognized or not, one isadding probability distributions;
 
and the mean value theorem asserts that, if one adds together a number
 
of probability distributions, the resulting distribution tends to approach
 
a normal (Gaussian) distribution for which the expected value and the
 
most likely value are the same, and these are equal to the sum of the
 
expected values of the component distributions, not the sum of the most
 
likely values. Thus, inthe summation process, the increment of cost
 
between the most likely value and the expected value for each subsystem
 
is left out and the resulting sum is-low by the sum ofthese increments.
 
Figure 1.3 illustrates this phenomenon. A, B and C are component sub­
systems of the total system. Solicitations of point cost estimates
 
result in the most likely values, LA, L and Lc. The sum of the cost
 
differences between the most likely val~es and the expected values,
 
EA, EB and EC, namey AA+AB+AC, is neglected in point cost estimates.
 
Thus, the estimate of ESys or LSys, the expected or most likely
 
values of total system cost, is low By this amount. This explains why
 
most cost estimates are low. Of course, in general, one does not obtain
 
expected values anyway and the cost of any particular system may deviate
 
from the expected value by some amount that can be estimated only by
 
performing a risk analysis.
 
Uncertainty, Risk and Decision Making
 
Decision makers are often confronted with a wide range of al­
ternatives from which they must select one or a few alternatives to pur­
sue. The selection of the "best" alternative must invariably consider
 
the risks inherent in each candidate alternative. For example, consider
 
the investment of private savings. Clearly, a vast number of alternatives
 
exist ranging All the way from placing the savings in a government insured
 
bank account to placing the total sum on Crazy Horse to win in the fifth
 
at Belmont. Inbetween these extremes, (and maybe beyond them) are all
 
the opportunities present in the stock market. Obviously, the private
 
investor who puts his entire savings into the investment that offers the
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Figure 1.3 Illustration that Point Cost Estimatesare Generally Low 
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possibility of the highest return is rare. Most investors readily

admit foregoing significant potential returns to obtain added security

(reduced risk) in an investment. The same philosophy must also apply

for the federal government inthe selection of alternative courses of
 
action to meet the energy needs of the nation in the year 2000 and
 
beyond.
 
At this point, however, one finds oneself on the horns of a
 
dilemma. On the one hand, the technologies that offer the opportunities
 
for the greatest potential payoff are precisely those technologies for
 
which there is the greatest risk; whereas, those technologies for which
 
the risks are acceptable provide limited opportunities for energy inde­
pendence and energy assurance. How then is it possible to economically
 
justify the pursuit of advanced, high risk technologies with potentially

high payoff? The answer lies in the development of technology implemen­
tation programs with controlled risks. Risk-controlled programs are
 
programs inwhich the decision maker is never forced to make a decision
 
that has a negative expected value inorder to pursue a technology de­
velopment, and they are programs inwhich the "down side" risk associated
 
with technology development decisions ismaintained-at or below an accept­
able limit.
 
A simple game serves to illustrate this principle. A player

must pay $100 to enter the game. Then a thumbtack is flipped 20 times.
 
If it lands point up 15 or more times, the player wins and his prize
 
is $250 ($150 net). Otherwise the player loses. The key to the value
 
of the game is, of course, the probability of the thumbtack landing

point up on any particular toss, R. Unlike a fair coin, however, one
 
can only guess about the value of R. But rather than to guess only
 
a single number for R, the player iswise to describe his state-of
 
knowledge about R, PR(R). For example, see Figure 1.4 which is one
 
individual's guess at PR(R). Independent of the state-of-knowledge
 
about R, it is possible to assess the chance of winning the game,

Pw(R), as a function of R.** This is shown in Figure 1.5. Then, it
 
is straight forward to compute the player's expectation of winning the 
game,
 
EXPECTATION OF WINNING = R (R) x Pw(R) = .297R
 
and from this computing the expected value of the game.
 
EXPECTED VALUE = PRIZE x CHANCE OF WINNING = $74.25 
For good reason. Few such investors exist who have non-negative
 
savings.
 
The probability of 15 or more "ups" out of 20 flips is the sum of
 
the probabilities of 15 out of 20, 16 out of 20, 17 out of 20, 18
 
out of 20, 19 out of 20 and 20 out of 20. The values for each
 
of these probabilities are derived from the binomial distribution.
 
PROB, OF 
R BEIIIG .3 .3 
STATED 
.2
VALUE, 

PR .05
 
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
 
MI N MAX 
R 
Figure 1.4 The State-of-Knowledge on R
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Figure 1.5 The Chance of Winning as a Function of R
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Note inthe example shown that the game has an expected value of $74.25
 
which isless than the $100 entry fee. Thus, the net expected value of
 
the game isnegative.
 
It is interesting here to point out the meaning of the ex­
pected value. Clearly, the game pays either $0or $250. Thus, the ex­
pected value will never be obtained. The proper interpretation, however,
 
isthat, ifthe player played a large number of independent games such as
 
this, his winnings would be approximately equal to the sum of the expected

values of the individual games. Hence, ifthe player,can play a
 
large number of games, each with a positive net expected value, he
 
can expect, with a high degree of confidence,-to obtain a net positive

payoff. If,however, some of the games have negative net expected

values, the player can expect his total payoff to be reduced. A
 
corollary to this for the federal government isthat only those tech­
nology application programs with a positive expected yalue should be
 
-undertaken.
 
The thumbtack flip game presented above can be illustrated
 
interms of a decision tree as shown inFigure 1.6. The decision is
 
to enter the game or not. Ifthe answer isno, the player remains at
 
his status quo. Ifthe answer isyes, the player encounters a net
 
expected loss of $25.75. Thus, itmight well be expected that a pru­
dent player would choose not to enter the game.
 
Can the game be changed inany way that would lead to a posi­
tive net expected payoff? Note that the key to the fact that the game
 
has a net negative payoff isthe state-of-knowledge on R, Figure 1.4.
 
Suppose that state~of-knowledge could be improved for a small cost.
 
For example, suppose the player could "rent" the thumbtack for $10, flip

it a large number of times and, thus, determine the value of R pre­
cisely. Now the decision tree takes on the form shown inFigure 1.7.
 
Ifthe player decides to enter the game, he first commits only $10 to
 
test the thumbtack. Then, and only then, ifthe thumbtack passes the
 
test, that is,if R is equal to or great:FrthanO.8 inthe decision
 
rule shown, the player enters the game. Because the player isable to
 
determine R-at a low cost, he isable to control his risk and thus
 
establish a positive net expected payoff for the game.
 
The game of technology application and the role of economic
 
studies inthis game isvery similar to the thumbtack flip game. It is
 
very much a game of information inwhich the objective isto establish
 
a technology application program plan that controls risk and provides
 
a positive net expected payoff. This isaccomplished by a sequence of
 
studies, analyses aid tests that provide information necessary to move
 
forward through the program. And like the thumbtack flip game, the ul­
timate mechanism for controlling risk isthe optiqn to exit (or not enter)
 
the game. In a technology implementation program, it is the option to
 
recognize that the program has failed and to terminate it. If a program

plan that has a positive net expected payoff cannot be developed, it
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Figure 1.6 A Decision Tree Illustration of the Thumbtack Flip Game
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1.2 
is a clear indication that the technology is not sufficiently developed
 
to undertake an implementation program and the only thing that can be
 
justified is a low level program of basic research. Risk analysis pro­
vMdes the mechanism for evaluating the probabilities necessary to
 
establish and evaluate alternative program plans.
 
General Procedure
 
A risk analysis to evaluate the state-of-knowledge relative to
 
space-based solar power systems (SSPS) needs to address the unit produc­
tion and the operation and maintenance cost risks for SSPS units subse­
quent to the first unit.* The procedure for doing this is to first de­
velop a deterministic cost model and then to incorporate this cost model
 
in a Monte Carlo simulation computer program as shown inFigure 1.8.
 
The data, consisting of system component costs, efficiencies, masses,
 
reliabilities, etc., are input as probability distributions--states­
of-knowledge. These variables are then sampled by the use of a sequence
 
of random numbers. The sampled inputs are entered as deterministic
 
numbers into the cost model and the results stored in a table. The pro­
cess isthen repeated several times (perhaps 250 to 1000 times) and the
 
stored results thus generated are used to produce statistics and proba­
bility distributions that describe the risk associated with a specific
 
alternative. In rare cases, with sufficiently simple problems, it is
 
possible to perform a risk analysis without resorting to computer simu­
lation techniques. The case of SSPS is far from this simple.
 
1.2.1 -Cost Modelling
 
To perform a cost-risk analysis one must first produce a
 
cost model. The cost model should provide for the interdependencies of
 
various cost components. For example, if the mass of some system com­
.ponent increases, the number of launches required increases, the number
 
of men to assemble the system increases, etc. Also, it is important that
 
the model be constructed so as to minimize modelling error, that is, to
 
minimize errors inthe representation of system costs. To some extent,
 
it is possible to create such models; however, the process is largely an
 
art and it is difficult, if not impossible, to describe a procedure for
 
the development of such models.
 
The cost models developed for the risk analysis of SSPS are
 
described inSection 2 and Appendices A and B of this volume.
 
1.2.2 Uncertainties
 
Uncertainties in the value of system parameters, such as costs,
 
masses, efficiencies, etc., are the result of an imperfect state-of-

Ingeneral, the first unit will not be a production satellite and,
 
hence, its costs will not be reflective of the long-term economics
 
of SSPS.
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knowledge relative to all components and aspects of the system. The
 
magnitude of the uncertainties is related to the time in the system de­
velopment cycle that the estimates are made and the state-of-development
 
of the component technologies at that time. Uncertainties may, admit­
tedly, be difficult'to quantify. However, itmight be inferred that the
 
more difficult it is to quantify uncertainties, the greater the uncer­
tainties are. The basic problem, thus, is to quantify uncertainty,'that
 
is,to define the state-of-knowledge.
 
The quantification of uncertainty requires that informed
 
estimates be made of ranges of uncertainty of key variable-sand their
 
probility distributions within the range. The uncertainty assessments
 
can be made by individuals with the assistance of an experienced analyst
 
or, for example, they can be made by an experienced group of individuals
 
using Delphi type techniques [2,3].* Such estimates are very subjective
 
in nature and quantitatively express the attitudes regarding the uncer­
tainties. The estimates reflect past experience with similar efforts,
 
problems which-have been encountered inthe past, insights into problem
 
areas which might develop, etc.
 
Uncertainties can be quantified. In fact, most large corpora­
tions use risk analysis techniques which employ uncertainty assessments
 
as a standard procedure in the evaluation and comparison of new business
 
alternatives [4-0]. A methodology for establishing the shape of uncer­
tainty profiles is described inAppendix 0.
 
1.2.3 Effect of Reliability
 
The effect of reliability invarious operations and components
 
is to introduce risk into a system even if all costs, masses, efficiences,
 
etc., are known precisely. The fact that there is a chance for failures
 
The Delphi technique, initially researched at RAND, is a technique
 
of systematically obtaining opinions from a panel of experts on a
 
particular issue. The Delphi technique eliminates the committee
 
approach for making estimates. It replaces direct confrontation
 
and debate with a carefully planned program of sequential individ­
ual interrogations, usually conducted by questionnaires. The
 
series of questionnaires is interspersed with feedback derived
 
from the respondents. Respondents are also asked to give reasons,
 
anonymously, for their expressed opinions, and these reasons are
 
subjected to a critique by fellow respondents, The technique puts
 
emphasis on-informed judgement. Itattempts to improve upon the
 
panel or committee approach by subjecting the views of individual
 
experts to each other's criticism inways that avoid face-to-face
 
confrontation and preserve anonymity of opinion and of arguments
 
advanced indefense of those opinions.
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to occur implies that there isachance that costs will be incurred to
 
remedy the failure. Since failures cannot generally be predicted
 
(precisely), there exists an inherent variability in the cost of con­
structing or maintaining any system inwhich failures can occur.
 
The maintenance of an SSPS requires dealing with failures. To
 
the extent that such failures can influence operation and maintenance
 
costs, there is variability in these costs that must-be accounted for in
 
the risk analysis. While failures of various sorts,.for example, launch
 
vehicle failures, can occur in the production phase of an SSPS unit these
 
have been neglected in the risk model described herein. The cost and
 
risks associated with component failures in the operation and maintenance
 
of an SSPS unit are included in the operation and maintenance cost-risk
 
model. The procedure for their computation is described in Section 2.2. 
1.3 Comparison of Alternatives 
The ultimate purpose of any economic analysis of the sort 
described herein is to support a decision making process, that is, to
 
provide guidance in the comparison and selection of alternatives. This
 
inc-ludes choices between alternatives within a particular program, for
 
example, between various SSPS configurations; or between alternative
 
programs, for example, between SSPS and terrestrial alternatives. It is
 
worth reiterating here, as proven above, that choices between alternatives
 
cannot, in general, be made on the basis of most likely or expected

values above. Rather, consideration must be given to both the expected
 
outcome and the associated risk.
 
The risk profile of many alternatives approaches a normal or
 
Gaussian distribution* to a sufficient extent that it suffices to describe
 
these alternatives in terms of their expected value and risk (standard
 
deviation). Now, consider the range of alternatives contained within the
 
set of systems labeled SSPS, expressed in terms of their expected value
 
and risk (Figure 1.9). Certainly there exist many ways of implementing
 
a technology to produce an SSPS. Each way results in a.unique expected
 
value and risk as shown by the points plotted in Figure 1.9. It should
 
be the objective of the program manager to determine the "best" technology
 
implementations. These are those implementations which simultaneously
 
maximize the expected value and minimize the risk. Given any technology
 
base to work from, there is a limit to the extent to which these mutu­
ally competitive goals can be simultaneously met. This limit is known
 
as the technology frontier and it represents the locus of best achiev­
able combinations of expected value and risk commensurate with the speci­
fied technology base. The selection of the "best" alternative from the
 
A normal distribution can be fully described by two parameters,
 
the mean or expected value and the standard deviation of the dis­
tribution. Other distributions require description by other par­
ameters and full description of a distribution may require speci­
fication of several parameters.
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technology frontier requires a statement of the decision maker's risk
 
preferences. Itcannot be made by economic principles alone.
 
Thus, interms of the selection of alternatives within a pro­
gram, the purpose of a risk analysis isto define the technology frontier.
 
The selection of alternatives between competing programs isaccomplished

by comparing the technology frontiers (Figure 1.10). As shown, Tech­
nology B might be SSPS, Technology C, terrestrial nuclear and Technology

A, terrestrial fossil fuel--the curves are arbitrarily drawn here for
 
illustrative purposes only. As shown, Technologies.B and C always dom­
inate A. Thus, A would never logically be chosenon economic grounds.

On the other hand, the selection between Technologies B and C depends on
 
the risk preferences of the decision maker. A highly risk-averse de­
cision maker would forego the potential to obtain a high value inorder
 
to obtain reduced risk by choosing to implement Technology B in the
 
region of expected value that produces low risk. A-less risk-averse
 
decision maker might choose Technology C,seeking the opportunity to
 
capture a higher value.
 
Inthe end analysis, it is the decision maker(s) who de­
cides what technologies to use and how to implement them based upon

his personal set of preferences. The economist or,analyst cannot
 
make such decisions for him. However, the economist, analyst and en­
gineer, working together, can provide the decision maker with inform­
ation that fully describes the potential consequences.of each alterna­
tive choice so that a well-considered selection can be made. The purpose
 
of risk analysis isto provide the methodological framework for obtaini nq
 
this information.
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2.1 
2. COST MODELLING OF SPACE-BASED SOLAR POWER SYSTEMS
 
The SSPS program isdivided into three major cost categories:

development, unit production and operation and maintenance as shown in
 
Figure 2.1. The development includes all activities that occur through
 
initial operation of the first full-scale unit and the unit production
 
cost model includes all recurring costs for producing the "nth" (typi­
cally second) SSPS unit--satellite and ground equipment. The reason
 
for this division of costs isthe variety of methods by which
 
the first unit could be built, for example, by growth from a 500 MW
 
pilot satellite, whereby the costs of the first unit would not relate in
 
any direct way to the costs of, say, the second unit.
 
The emphasis inthis phase of study has been on the develop­
ment of recurring cost models (both unit production and operation and
 
maintenance) for an SSPS unit to serve as the basis for a risk analysis
 
model. Descriptions of the unit production cost and the operation and
 
maintenance cost models follow (Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively).
 
Unit Production Cost Model
 
The unit production cost model isbased on sizing relation­
ships provided by Grumman Aerospace Corporation [II], and the Raytheon

Company [12]. A complete mathematical exposition of these relationships
 
isfound inAppendix A. The model inits present state of development

identifies and represents the major cost elements for the current SSPS
 
configuration and assembly scenario. The results of the model must
 
still be considered to be preliminary, because, whereas the cost ele­
ments have all been addressed, many issues of scheduling and operations
 
have not. For example, the model currently does not explicitly account
 
for amortization of certain equipment by annuities, as sufficient infor­
mation isnot yet available concerning the timing of procurements or
 
rates of utilization for this (transportation and assembly) equipment,
 
nor does the model account explicitly for the timing of procurement of
 
satellite and ground station components. Availability of such infor­
mation inthe future will allow continued refinement of the model.
 
However, it is to be noted that these are refinements to the basic cost
 
model and should not be interpreted as elements, the lack of which de­
.stroys the basic integrity of the model.
 
The central feature of an SSPS performance evaluation is a
 
chain of power conversion and transmission efficiencies. This effici­
ency chain forms the backbone of the unit production cost model as seen
 
inFigure 2.2., which shows the correspondence of system components to
 
elements in the SSPS efficiency chain.
 
Most of the sizing (hence, cost estimation) of system compo­
nents isdone on the basis of power throughput. Since the power output
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isconstrained as a design parameter in this study, a change in any ele­
ment in the efficiency chain affects the power throughput (hence, size
 
and cost) of all of the system components preceding it in the chain.
 
The unit production cost model has five Level 3 components,
 
as shown in'Figure 2.3: ground station, LEO (low earth orbit) launch,
 
space station and assembly, LEO-GEO (geosynchronous earth orbit) trans­
portation, and satellite procurement. Each of these cost components is
 
dealt with in detail below; an overview of the model's structure is
 
provided inFigure 2.4. The model has been kept as general as possible,
 
that is,insofar as possible, design and performance parameters have
 
been. treated as variables. Certain assumptions, however, are implicit
 
in the model, such as construction in low earth orbit as opposed to,
 
geosynchronous orbit. Wherever such limitations occur in the model,
 
they have been called out in the discussion that follows. In future
 
developments of the model, greater generality will be developed, allowing
 
examination of the effects of a wider range of design tradeoffs.
 
2.1.1 Ground Station Cost Model
 
This cost model consists of the cost of land and site prepar­
ation for both the receiving antenna structure and a safety zone around
 
the receiving antenna, rf-dc converters, phase control equipment and
 
utility interface. The size of the rectenna was set in the Raytheon
 
MPTS study [13], based upon-20 mW/cm2 being an acceptable maximum power
 
density level and 2.45 GHz being the optimum frequency for transmission.
 
Hence, the model does not alow tradeoffs among receiving antenna area,
 
cost, and power density; costs are determined on the basis of power level.
 
However, the receiving antenna technology is one of the most developed
 
of those underlying the SSPS concept, and itwas felt that the inability
 
to recreate the rectenna size, cost and power density tradeoffs did not
 
pose a serious limitation to the model's effectiveness at this point in
 
time.
 
More detailed consideration of rectenna design and cost char­
acteristics should be included in future developments of the model.
 
2.1.2 LEO Launch Cost Model
 
This model includes the cost of procuring and operating fleets 
of heavy lift launch vehicles (HLLV's) and Space Shuttles to launch to 
LEO the materials and personnel necessary for the construction placement 
and final check-out of an SSPS satellite. The HLLV's are used to launch 
equipment and supplies and the shuttles are used to rotate on-orbit ­
personnel. The model allows consideration of payload masses, load factor, 
unit costs, launch operations costs per flight and vehicle design life. 
The costs for both vehicles are determined on a "per launch" basis by 
dividing the unit cost over the expected life of the vehicle and adding 
the launch operations and refurbishment costs per flight. The number of
 
HLLV flights iscalculated by dividing the total mass of the satellite
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and required assembly equipment by the payload of the HLLV and its load
 
factor. Similarily, the number of shuttle flights is-determined by the
 
number of personnel needed on orbit, the number of personnel carried per

shuttle flight and the rate of personnel rotation.
 
One limitation of the model in its present form isthat it does
 
not consider such operations factors as vehicle refurbishment (turnaround)
 
time. Such scheduling factors will have to be considered as the model
 
is refined because the rate of launch may be expected to be very non­
uniform for the construction of a single SSPS satellite, although the
 
overall launch facility activity level could be expected to become more
 
uniform (allowing more efficient use of resources) as more SSPS satellites
 
are constructed simultaneously, given proper planning to accomplish this.
 
Inaddition to more detailed consideration of launch operations, ex­
plicit consideration of launch vehicle reliability should be included in
 
furture model development.
 
2.1.3 Space Station and Assembly Cost Model
 
This model represents the costs of: remote-controlled tele­
operators and their ground controllers, space stations and station supply,
 
EVA equipment, support tugs, manned manipulator modules and structure
 
fabrication modules. The number of teleoperators and personnel needed
 
on orbit isdetermined by the total mass of the satellite to be construc­
ted, the different rates of fabrication for on-orbit personnel and tele­
operators, the total construction time allowed and the percentages of
 
the satellite to be constructed by on-orbit personnel as opposed to tele­
operators. Factors of availability (reliability) and productivity for
 
both man and machine can be examined separately from basic rates of
 
fabrication. Both transportation and procurement costs of all space
 
station and assembly equipment are amortized over the expected life of
 
the equipment.
 
Little consideration could be given within the resources of
 
this study to the extremely complicated operations research issues of
 
scheduling of the assembly activities; these issues (and concomitant
 
productivity) of both on-orbit personnel and equipment represent major
 
areas of uncertainty to be explored in the future. In the near-term
 
development of the model, different rates of assembly for different
 
levels of complexity (for example, structural integration versus elec­
tronics checkout) should be developed as well as the capability to ex­
amine other assembly scenarios than the LEO assemply and GEO final check­
out option to which the model is now constrained.
 
2.1.4 LEO-GEO Transportation Cost Model
 
This model represents the costs of transferring the satellite
 
from its LEO assembly site to GEO for final checkout and operation.
 
The model includes the costs of: an advanced ion stage used for propul­
sion, a large cryo tug and a crew module to transfer GEO personnel, a
 
LEO depot to store both cryo and ion propellants; and the propellants
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themselves. The two vehicles are sized for their payloads and the
 
number of trips, and the cost of the propellants isadded to the amor­
tized cost (unit cost divided by expected life) of the vehicles. Likewise,
 
the propellant depot is amortized. The ionstage makes a single flight
 
per SSPS satellite and the number of large cryo tug flights'depends on
 
the crew rotation rate.
 
At this point, no consideration has been given to vehicle
 
reliability which could have a significant impact on both total trans­
portation and component procurement costs. Furthermore,- the model
 
accounts for one GEO space station per SSPS satellite, whereas the
 
space station might be used for final checkout of a number of satellites;
 
as more information becomes available concerning SSPS construction rate
 
and operation and maintenance requirements, a proper accounting of
 
this station can be made. Also to be included, as information becomes
 
*available through further studies, is a relationship between ion stage
 
size and cost, the cost of a cryo return stage for the ion stage and the
 
cost of the degradation of the satellite solar arrays used to power the
 
ion stage during the trip to GEO.
 
2.1.5 Satellite Procurement Cost Model
 
The satellite procurement model utilizes relationships which
 
size the solar array blankets and concentrators based on solar cell
 
efficiency, concentrator efficiency and the solar flux. The structure
 
is sized by the area of the blanket, the antenna interface and antenna
 
components sized by their respective power levels. All costs derive
 
from cost relationships: cost/unit area for the array blankets and con­
centrators, cost/unit mass for structure and cost/unit power for the
 
microwave transmission portions of the satellite.
 
The details for sizing and costing this satellite configuration
 
are fairly well developed. The major limitations at this point include
 
an inability to internally size the satellite for differentconcentra­
tion ratios (this can be done by input variables, however) and an inabil­
ity to tradeoff transmitting antenna size, cost and power density against
 
ground station size and cost.
 
2.2' Operation and Maintenance Cost Model
 
The second element of SSPS unit recurring costs which was
 
modelled inthis study phase was the cost of operation and maintenance
 
(O&M). The model contains four Level 3 components, as shown in Figure
 
2.5: launch facility O&M, ground station O&M, space station and support
 
O&M and satellite O&M; these are developed separately below.
 
2.2.1 Launch Facility O&M Cost Model
 
This component of the O&M model represents the cost of one
 
heavy lift launch vehicle (HLLV) flight to low earth orbit and accom­
panying advanced ion stage (AIS) transfer to geosynchronous orbit of
 
the material necessary (to supply the on-orbit maintenance personnel) as
 
well as the cost of launch facility mission control personnel.
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2.2.2' Ground Station O&M Cost Model
 
The component of ground station O&M cost Includes'the cost of
 
both equipment replacement (at an assumed percentage rate per year) and
 
ground station operation and maintenance personnel.
 
2.2.3 Space Station and Support O&M Cost Model
 
The cost of crew rotation isderived from the vehicle costs
 
-and the assumed rate of annual rotation. The costs of the GEO space
 
station and the maintenance support equipment used by on-orbit personnel
 
includes the amortized cost of procuring and transporting the station
 
and equipment and, finally, the cost of the mission control to support

the space station and on-orbit O&M equipment isderived from an assumed
 
cost per unit output power.
 
2.2.4 Satellite O&M Cost Model
 
The major cost associated with maintenance of an SSPS satellite
 
is that of replacing components that fail. To serve as a guideline for
 
the failure rates that might be expected from SSPS satellite components,
 
the failure rates of recent equipment such as that on the Orbiting Astro­
nomical Observatory (CAO) have been used. Whereas itmight be expected

that reliability rates would be considerably improved through learning
 
connected with SSPS construction, it is also true that SSPS components
 
will have to be mass-produced (unlike the hand-built components of the
 
OAO, for example), possibly resulting in lower reliability. Given that
 
these two opposite effects will be occurring in a way that cannot now
 
be predicted, the failure rates for recent or current equipment have been
 
used as reasonable guidelines for this phase of analysis.
 
The smallest components which might be replaced in each sub­
system inthe event of failure have been identified, as well as the costs
 
of procurement, transportation and installation on a cost-per-unit-mass
 
basis.
 
Although the structures have been included as satellite com­
ponents, it is expected that they will be designed so that their proba­
bility of failure during a 30-year lifetime iszero.
 
The failure rates of smallest replaceable components are sampled
 
in a Monte Carlo simulation to calculate a probability distribution for
 
annual O&M costs. The rate of replacements of units of a given satellite
 
component is a random variable that depends on the mean time between
 
failure for that component. That is to say, the nature of failures is
 
such as to produce uncertainty in the annual O&M cost despite poten­
tially perfect knowledge of all costs. Inthe Monte Carlo simulation
 
the rate of replacement isobtained as a probability distribution over
 
integer numbers of replaced units. The computer algorithm for computing

the distribtuion of component replacements is:shown in Figure 2.6.
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Each component is-interrogated to determine' if it fails during the
 
period of consideration. If it does, i't is replaced and the replace­
ment part is interrogated to determine if it fails in the remaining
 
time. The process is continued until the time period considered ends.
 
Then, replaced units and replacement costs are accounted for.
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3.1 
3. ANALYSIS OF UNCERTAINTY AND RISK INSPACE-BASED
 
SOLAR POWER SYSTEMS PRODUCTION, OPERATION AND
 
MAINTENANCE
 
Current State-of-Knowledge
 
The cost and risk analysis discussed in this section is based
 
.upon the current configuration SSPS, illustrated inFigure 3.1, which is
 
sized to generate 5258 MW* of rectified power at the output bus of the
 
receiving antenna at the beginning of life of the system. This power

level was choseh to provide economies of scale while keeping the Reak
 
microwave power density in the center of the rectenna to 20 mW/cm, a
 
level that i expected to meet anticipated environmental standards.
 
The 20 mW/cm value approaches the anticipated threshold level for affec­
ting changes inthe ionsphere. It is noted, however, that the effects
 
of these-anticipated changes are unknown.
 
The satellite's'mass in orbit isdeterministically estimated
 
to be 22.776xlO 6kg, using the most likely values described below. An
 
operating frequency of 2.45 GHz was selected based on considerations of
 
power transmission efficiency, low susceptability to brownouts in rain
 
and minimal potential problems with radio frequency interference. The
 
transmitting antenna is an active planar phased array which uses ampli­
trons for dc-to-rf power conversion. The photovoltaic power source
 
nominally generates 8935 MW of power using an advanced 100-micron thick
 
silicon blanket that has an initial nominal efficiency of 12.9 percent
 
at a solar concentration ratio of two. The overall efficiency from solar
 
blanket busbar to ground station busbar is nominally estimated to be 58
 
percent.
 
The 5000 MW power level commonly used in earlier phases of this
 
study refers to the power output at the beginning of the sixth
 
year of'operation, although the satellite was designed to handle
 
the higher beginning-of-life power level. (Degradation in the
 
power level occurs throughout the life of the satellite because
 
of an estimated 1 percent per year degradation insystem effi­
ciency.) The five-year point for power output represents a
 
weighted average of power output over the lifetime of the sat­
ellite for the purpose of revenue projection. Because the
 
rate of solar cell degradation and the discount rate are treated
 
explicitly as variables inrevenue projections ', the actual
 
beginning-of-life power output level will henceforth be used to
 
describe the SSPS power level. Note that this adjustment of
 
designated power level does not itself affect the sizing or
 
costing of an SSPS.
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The design concept has two large solar cell arrays, each
 
approximately 6 km x 5 km, inter-connected by a carry-through structure
 
of dielectric material. An 0.83 km diameter microwave antenna is located
 
on the centerline between the two arrays and is supported by the cen­
tral power transmission bus (mast) structure that extends the full
 
length of the power station. The antenna is attached to the mast struc­
ture by a joint system which rotates 360 degrees inazimuth (east-west),
 
and t 8 degrees in elevation (north-south). The solar cell blankets are
 
laid out between channel concentrators stretched over a supporting frame.
 
A range of uncertainty naturally occurs in trying to project

the state of design parameters or cost components-that will exist in the
 
1990-2000 time period during which an early SSPS might be built. The
 
range of uncertainty is reduced as the state-of-knowledge improves -­
generally through studies, testing or technological development. For
 
factors about which little is known, a probability density function de­
scribing the state-of-knowledge is likely to be fairly broad and fairly

flat, that is,that there is no pronounced likelihood that any particu­
lar outcome within the possible range of outcomes will occur. With de­
velopment of the state-of-knowledge, however, the range of possible out­
comes becomes more narrow and a peakedness in the distribution may arise
 
around the expected (or most likely) value. The narrower the range and the
 
more peaked the distribution (hence, the better one can predict the out­
come), the more developed the state-of-knowledge issaid to be.
 
Inorder to represent in the SSPS program cost model (described

in Chapter 2).the state-of-knowledge that exists for the design factors
 
relating to SSPS, ranges were established with maximum and minimum values,.
 
and a most likely value was assigned. The rule observed in setting the
 
maximum (worst) and minimum (best) values was that there is zero proba­
bility of the outcome exceeding the assigned maximum or being less than
 
the assigned minimum. Most likely values were estimated based on avail­
able information and engineering judgement.
 
Itwas beyond the scope of this study to develop probability

density functions in the manner described inAppendix D. However, dis­
tributions were assigned as shown in Figure 3.2 that might be represen­
tative of design factors, the states-of-knowledge of which are not well
 
developed, that is,the distributions are not sharply peaked, however,
 
neither are they particularly broad. For each variable, the particuldr

distribution was selected based on the location of the most likely value
 
between the minimum and maximum values. It is expected that this pro­
cess would be refined, for example, according to Appendix D, infuture
 
work.
 
The range of values and the most likely value for each design

factor may be found in Appendix C, along with the sources for these data.
 
Itshould be noted that these data are specific to the current configur­
ation SSPS and are intended to represent the state-of-knowledge with
 
respect to this particular configuration at this point in time.
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Some adjustments have occurred during this phase of the
 
study in the assignment of most likely values for a number of design
 
factors. These adjustments have come as the result of more detailed
 
analysis both in this study and in related studies (such as -the space
 
station studies being conducted by Grumman Aerospace Corporation).
 
The adjustments having the greatest impact on system size and cost
 
involve the solar array blanket: the values for specific cost, specific
 
mass and solar cell efficiency which had previously been treated as
 
target values, are now viewed as the most optimistic values.
 
3.2' Risk Assessment of the Current Configuration
 
Based upon the assessment of the state-of-knowledge discussed
 
in Section 3.1 and Appendix C, a risk assessment of the current config­
uration SSPS was conducted. The assessment provides probability distri­
butions of unit production costs (nth unit)* and operation and mainten­
ance costs; see Figures 3.3 and 3.4. These figures show the cumulative
 
distribution functions, referred to as risk profiles, for costs. The
 
probability value shown on the ordinate represents the probability (or

confidence) that the current configuration SSPS could be produced
 
(Figure 3.3) or operated and maintained (Figure 3.4) for a value shown
 
on the abcissa or less under the current state-of-knowledge. Thus, for
 
example, there is a 50 percent chance that the second unit SSPS could
 
be constructed for $14.2 billion (1974 dollars) or less. Alternatively,
 
if one wished to commit to the construction of the second unit today
 
and, furthermore, if one wished a 90 percent confidence of successfully
 
completing that unit, one would have to commit about $20 billion (1974

dollars) to the project (for that unit--that is, in excess of the ODT&E
 
program).
 
Of course, one could argue over the accuracy of the curve's shown 
in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. These curves are preliminary and do not include ­
all of the uncertainties inherent in the current configuration SSPS.* 
Because the first unit is not a production unit and may be. construc­
ted by various alternative methods, for example, growth to full­
scale from a pilot plant, the cost model does not apply to this
 
unit. The model applies essentially to the second and subsequent
 
units. However, after the second unit it should be expected that
 
unit production costs will decrease from the value computed by
 
the cost model due to learning effects.
 
The analysis presented does not account for the uncertainties
 
inthe microwave system as an assessment of these uncertainties
 
must be made by Raytheon and hence was beyond the scope of this
 
effort.
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Thus, if anything, the high end of the unit production risk profile
 
isoptimistic. However, arguments over the high end of the risk pro­
file do not necessarily apply to the low end and, thus, have only a
 
limited effect on the decision process. Furthermore, one would pro­
bably never choose to commit $20 billion to the production of a single
 
SSPS unit since it is unlikely that the price that could be obtained
 
for power at the rectenna busbar would be sufficiently high to pay
 
back this capital cost.
 
What knowledge about the desirability of pursuing an SSPS
 
development program can be legitimately gleaned from Figures 3.3 and
 
3.4? First, consider the process of obtaining cost estimates. Figure
 
3.3 shows that a cost estimate for the current configuration SSPS
 
based upon deterministic estimates of all parameters in the cost model
 
(most likely values) yields $12.2 billion (1974 dollars).* Note that
 
there isonly about a 25 percent chance of the unit production cost
 
being this low and note that more appropriate estimates, the median
 
cost, the expected cost and the 90 percent confidence costs, are sub­
stantially higher. The discrepancy between the deterministic estimate
 
and the expected cost, some $2.7 billion or 22 percent, is strictly

the result of the system costing phenomenon illustrated in Figure 1.3.
 
To obtain any more information from these distributions, it is necessary
 
to combine them with additional data and assumptions inorder to exam­
ine the probability distribution of net present value of an SSPS unit.
 
Accordingly, the following assumptions are made:
 
1. The SSPS unit availability factor is 0.95. That is,
 
it is producing power 95 percent of the time. This
 
includes power outages due to solar eclipses near
 
the equinoxes.
 
2. The power output of the SSPS unit decreases by one
 
percent per year due to degradation of various com­
ponents.
 
3. The lifetime of the SSPS unit is 30 years.
 
4. The capital investment in the SSPS unit ismade in
 
one lump-sum payment two years prior to the initial
 
operation data of the SSPS unit.
 
5. In the initial year of operation, the price of
 
power at the rectenna busbar is 30 mills/kWh
 
(1974 dollars).
 
This is somewhat higher than the previous estimate of $7.6
 
billion which was based on certain technologies achieving
 
their most optimistic values. The cost model used can, in
 
fact, replicate the $7.6 billion figure given the same assum­
tions.
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6. The real price of power at the rectenna busbar
 
(.1974 dollars) increases at the rate of one
 
percent per year.
 
7. 	No charge ismade for taxes and insurance.
 
S. 	Present value computations use a discount rate
 
of 7.5 percent.
 
With the above assumptions, the cumulative distribution function of
 
net present value (revenues minus costs) of an SSPS unit referenced
 
to the initial operation date is as shown in Figure 3.5.* The proper
 
interpretation of this curve is that there is about a 21 percent chance
 
that, under the conditions of the above assumptions, the second SSPS
 
unit will be economically viable. Also, the expected value and the
 
median of the net present value distribution occur at substantially
 
negative values. The clear implication of this is that not enough is
 
known at present about the technologies required for the production
 
of an SSPS unit to commit to a program to produce such a unit at this
 
time.
 
The most critical assumption inherent in Figure 3.5 is the price
 
of power at the rectenna busbar at the initial operation date. This
 
assumption is treated parametrically in Figure 3.6 with the remaining
 
assumptions held unchanged. Clearly, increases inthe price of power
 
at the rectenna busbar significantly increase the probability of an SSPS
 
unit being economically viable.
 
In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn from the
 
results of the risk assessment of the current configuration SSPS:
 
1. There is a finite chance that the current configuration
 
SSPS could be economically viable. The magnitude of
 
this chance isdependent primarily on the price of
 
power at the rectenna busbar during the period of oper­
ation of the SSPS unit. Subject to the assumptions
 
outlined above and a price of 30 mills/kWh for power
 
at the rectenna busbar at the initial operation date,
 
there isabout a 21 percent chance that the second
 
SSPS unit would be economically viable.­
2. The economic viability of SSPS units beyond the
 
second unit should improve due:
 
Note that Figure 3.5 cannot be derived directly from Figures 3.3
 
and 3.4 and the stated assumptions because there is some degree of
 
correlation between the unit production costs and the operation
 
and maintenance costs that must be accounted for: Thus, the curve
 
of Figure 3.5 is computed-as an independent output
 V 	 T9assessment. 
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a. to learning effects which should enable reduced
 
unit production costs on subsequent units, and
 
b. to an expected increase inthe price-of power
 
at the rectenna busbar at the initial operation

date of subsequent units.
 
3. The technology required to produce, operate and main­
tain a current configuration SSPS unit is not suffi­
ciently developed or known to commit to the production
 
of such an SSPS unit at this time.
 
The above conclusions do, however, support a decision to continue "low
 
level" SSPS system studies and analyses with the purpose of formulatilg
 
an economically viable program plan, that is, a program plan with a
 
positive expected value and controlled risks, for the development of
 
the SSPS concept.
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4. ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM PLANS
 
Previous sections of this report have been directed at the
 
development and use of a risk analysis model for the assessment of
 
cost-risks associated with the production of an SSPS unit (satellite
 
and ground station). This section makes use of the results of the risk
 
analysis to assess three alternative SSPS development prog~ram plans and
 
to gain insights necessary for improving the proposed plans. The three
 
program plans considered are described below.
 
4.1 Direct Development Program
 
The Program I, Direct Development, schedule is shown in
 
Figure 4.1. The program begins with a supporting research and tech­
nology (SR&T) program in 1977 and proceeds into the design, development,
 
test and engineering (DDT&E) phase in 1984. The decision to produce the
 
first unit ismade in 1987 and the initial operation date of the first
 
unit is December 31, 1991. The final social and environmental (FS&E)
 
impact statement is required on December 31, 1983, the technology is set
 
as of December 31, 1986 and the heavy lift launch vehicle (HLLV) is re­
quired on January 1, 1989.
 
After the initial operation date (IOD) of the first unit, it
 
is assumed that four years elapse before the IOD of the second unit.
 
This is because the first satellite isessentially a full-scale test and
 
time is required for redesign of the satellite to achieve lower second
 
unit costs. Beginning with January 1, 1996, new satellites become oper­
ational at the rate of two per year through 1999. Then, beginning on
 
January-1, 2000, four new satellites become operational each year until
 
a total of 109 satellites have been produced.
 
A more detailed description of the program plans isgiven in
 
Volume IIof this report.
 
4.2 GEO Test Satellite to Full-Scale Program
 
The Program II,GEO Test Satellite to Full-Scale, schedule is
 
shown in Figure 4.2. The program begins with an SR&T phase in 1977.
 
A preliminary social and environmental impact statement is required on
 
December 31, 1979 and on January 1, 1980 the decision to develop a 500 MW
 
GEO test satellite ismade. The IOD of the GEO test satellite is
 
December 31, 1985. Committment to the DDT&E of the full scale satellite
 
ismade on January 1, 1985. In reality, this decision would probably be
 
reviewed after the IOD of the GEO test satellite, however, this degree
 
of freedom isnot considered here. A committment to produce the first
 
satellite ismade on January 1,1987, and the satellite IOD is December
 
31, 1991. The decision to proceed with the implementation of subsequent
 
units ismade on January 1, 1992.
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Implementation of subsequent units proceeds with the second
 
unit IOD on January 1, 1994. Two new units become operational each year
 
through 1999, then four new units are added each year until 109 units
 
.have been produced. In this program, only a two-year lag is provided
 
between the IOD's of unit 1 and 2 since the additional information
 
gained from the GEO test satellite should enable better design of the
 
first unit, thus requiring less redesign of the second unit than in
 
Program I.
 
4.3 LEO and GEO Test Satellites to Full-Scale Program
 
- The Program 111, LEO and GEO Test Satellites to Full-Scale,
 
schedule is shown in Figure 4.3. The program begins with an SR&T
 
phase in 1977. Conxnittment to a LEO test satellite is made in 1980 and
 
the IOD of the satellite is December 31, 1985. Committment to a GEO
 
test satellite is made on Janaury 1, 1985, and the 100 of the GEO sat­
ellite is December 31, 1990. Committment to the DDT&E of the full-scale
 
satellite is made January 1, 1992. The IOD of the first full-scale unit
 
is December 31, 1995. The decision to implement units 2 through 109
 
is made on January 1, 1996.
 
Implementation of units 2 through 109 begins with the IOD of
 
the second unit on January 1, 1997 and proceeds at the rate of two per
 
year through 1999, then four per year through the 109th unit. In this
 
program, there exists only a one-year lag between the IOD of the first
 
and second units because, first, two test satellites are flown in this
 
program and, second, the IOD of the first unit is four years later than
 
in Programs I and II. Thus, the first unit should be essentially a pro­
duction unit and require very little redesign.
 
It should be noted that these three programs are approximate
 
and not yet well-developed. Assumptions had to be made to perform the
 
following analysis. In future work, these assumptions should be re­
viewed and revised program plans developed.
 
4.4 Decision Tree Analysis of Alternative Program Plans
 
The analysis of alternative program plans begins with an
 
assessment of the current state-of-knowledge relative to the present
 
configuration SSPS. This is assessed in Section 3 and results in the
 
probability distribution of second unit costs shown in Figures 4.4 and
 
4.5, which provide both the cumulative distribution and probability
 
density functions respectively of the present value of the total (life
 
cycle, that is, capital investment plus operation and maintenance) unit
 
.costs referenced to the initial operation date of that unit. Through­
out the analysis which follows, this cost is the key decision variable.
 
Note that the first unit cost is not important here insofar as the first
 
-unit is essentially a prototype and its costs do not necessarily relate
 
to the second and subsequent unit costs. In the computation of the unit
 
costs shown, it is assumed that the capital investment for the SSPS unit
 
is made in a lump sum payment two years prior to the initial operation
 
date of the unit and a discount rate of 7.5 percent is used. In addition,
 
the following assumptions are made:
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1. The beginning-of-life power of each unit is 5258 MW.
 
2. The SSPS power output decreases at 1 percent per
 
year from the beginning of life throughout the
 
unit lifetime.
 
3. Each SSPS unit has a lifetime of 30 years.
 
4. Each SSPS unit is producing power 95 percent
 
of the time.
 
5. Implementation of second and subsequent satellites is
 
described inSections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. That is,the
 
initial operation date of the second unit isas follows:
 
Program I - January 1, 1996
 
Program II - January 1, 1994
 
Program III - January 1, 1997
 
Thereafter, units come on line at the rate of two per
 
year through 1999, then at the rate of four per year
 
until 109 units have been produced.
 
6. The cost of the third and subsequent satellites is re­
lated to the cost of the second satellite according to
 
a 90 percent learning relationship. That is,the cost
 
of the nth unit, C% is given as a function of the cost
 
of the second unit by the relation
 
Cn = C2 0.859 ln (n-1)
 
7. The price of power at the rectenna bus-bar isassumed
 
given on January 1, 1992. After that date, the real
 
price increases at the rate of 1 percent per year.
 
It is a'ssumed that a decision to select one of the three al­
ternative programs will be made on January 1,1977, thus all following

* data are referenced to that date. Under the conditions of the above
 
assumptions, the present value of gross revenues of each program is
 
given as a function of the price of power at the rectenna busbar on
 
January 1, 1992, in Figure 4.6. Likewise, the present values of total
 
costs for units 2 through 109 are given as a function of the present

value of the second unit total cost referenced to the initial operation

date of that unit inFigure 4.7. From these figures and from the present
 
values of costs of each program (including operation and maintenance
 
costs on the first unit), the net present value of each program is deter­
mined as a function of the second unit cost and the price of power on
 
January 1, 1992, as shown in Figure 4.8. The price of power in this
 
figure does not include an allowance for taxes and insurance. Thus, if
 
taxes and insurance are 8.6 mills/kWh as previously estimated, the curves
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labelled 20 mills/kWh would actually represent a total price of 28.6
 
mills/kWh at therectenna busbar on January 1, 1992. In the analysis

-that follows, it is assumed that the price of power at the rectenna
 
busbar on Januaryl, 1992, is20 mills/kWh (or 28.6 mills/kWh including

8.6 mills/kWh allowance for taxes and insurance).
 
The alternative program plans are now analyzed to determine
 
their expected values. As outlined in Section 1,a go-ahead decision
 
on a specific program plan should be predicated on the basis that that
 
plan has a positive expected value and that risks associated with
 
t5e plan are adequately controlled. Selection of the best program plan

would normally be to choose that plan that yields the highest expected
 
value at the desired decision-making confidence level. The confidence
 
level for decision-making chosen for this analysis is 80 percent. While
 
this is a moderately high confidence level, it is not so high as to
 
arouse disputes over the accuracy of the tail (high end) of the dis­
tribution shown in Figure 4.4.
 
To proceed with the analysis, the program pl.ans outlined above
 
are expressed in the form of decision trees as shown in Figures 4.9, 4.10
 
and.4.11. At each decision point in these decision trees, there is a
 
specific criteria based upon which the decision will be made to continue
 
or to terminate the program. These criteria are derived as shown in
 
Figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14. First, the state-of-knowledge as of January

1, 1977, isassessed as shown in Figure 4.4. Then, the 80 percent con­
fidence state-of-knowledge isestablished--with 80 percent confidence,
 
the second SSPS unit can be produced at a cost of $24.1 billion (1974)
 
or less. This state is plotted as a point in each of Figures 4.12, 4.13
 
and 4.14. Next, the "break even" cost of the second unit is computed

for each program plan. This is the cost of the second unit for which
 
there isexactly zero net present value for the entire program (present
 
value of costs equals present value of revenues). This cost, for each
 
program plan is taken as the technology target and is also plotted.

This shows the cost that the second unit must come inat or below for a

"successful" program. Thus, in Program I,a successful program is de­
fined as one which proves that the second unit costs are equal to or less
 
than $18.9 billion (1974) by January 1, 1992--the initial operation date
 
of the first unit and the completion date of the development program. At
 
that date, a decision will be made to implement the second and subsequent

units or to discontinue the program with the operation of the first unit.
 
For simplicity, the decision rule is then taken as a linear improvement

in the 80 percent confidence bound of the technology during the develop­
ment program. These curves are shown as the 80 percent confidence tech­
nology requirements for each program. If the technology development is
 
such that the 80 percent confidence technology bound remains under the
 
80 percent confidence technology requirement throughout the development
 
program, then the development program will be a success.
 
Many other decision rules could be formulated. Infact, the
 
one discussed here isprobably not the best. For example, the target
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technology could be based on breaking even only with respect to unsunk
 
(that is,uncommitted) funds. This would improve the chance of success
 
of the program, but would not assure payback of the development costs.
 
Inaddition, there is no reason that the technology requirement must
 
improve linearly with time, although this rule does seem to lead to quite

logical technology requirements.
 
The process of program control consists of "testing" the tech­
nology at each decision point. -Based on the results of this test, the
 
program continues or isterminated. The test consists of measuring the
 
state-of-knowledge at each decision point at the 80 confidence level.
 
.Inthe computation of expected value for each program plan,

it is necessary to assess the prior probabilities (that is,the pro­
babilities based on today's state-of-knowledge, before the test takes
 
place) that each test will be passed or failed. To do this, each branch
 
of the decision tree isthought of as a process of buying information
 
on the cost of the second unit. As such, the work performed on these
 
branches does not change the cost of the second unit,* rather itdeter­
mines with increasing accuracy what that cost is. Thus, a key part of
 
this analysis isan assessment of the accuracy with which the second unit
 
cost will be known at future points intime. To perform this assessment,
 
the improvements inthe states-of-knowledge of-each variable of the cost
 
model resulting from work Derformed on each branch of each decision tree
 
have been subjectively estimated. These estimates are shown inAppendix E.
 
Then, the risk analysis model was run to establish the magnitudes of the
 
cost-risks associated with each decision point. The values of the re­
sulting standard deviations of cost estimates, CA, o, etc., at each
 
decision point are shown inFigures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11.
 
Now, given the 80 percent technology requirement and given the
 
states-of-knowledge at each decisi-on point, it is possible to compute
 
the prior probabilities that each branch of each decision tree will result.
 
It is first necessary to establish the expected value technologies at­
each decision point. This isdone by assuming that the form of the proba­
bility distribution of second unit cost is-Gaussian (or normal) and that
 
the 80 percent cumulative probability point occurs, for each decision
 
point, on the 80 percent confidence technology requirement line. Thus,,
 
the required state-of-knowledge at Decision Point A of Program I is ex­
pressed as a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of $2.863
 
billion (1974) and an 80 percent cumulative distribution point of about
 $21.7 billion (1974). The expected value technology requirement can be
 
derived as the mean of this distribution. Thus, the expected value tech­
nology requirement lines shown on Figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 represent
 
the required expected values of cost estimates made-at the time of the
 
This isbecause throughout the analysis, the cost of the second
 
unit istaken to be the estimated cost that will occur, as a re­
sult of the planned technology programs, at the timel)that the
 
second-unit isproduced.
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corresponding decision points. The methodology for computing the prior
 
probabilities of taking each branch on a decision tre9 is given in
 
Appendix F.
 
The resulting values are shown in Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11.
 
Finally, the expected value of each program is computed as the sum of
 
the outcomes for each path through the corresponding decision tree
 
.weighted by the probability of occurrance of the path.. The expected
 
values for the three program plans considered are as follows:
 
Program I: +$1.15 billion (1974)
 
Program I: -$1.10 billion (1974)
 
Program III: -$0.92 billion (1974)
 
Under the specific set of assumptions chosen for this analysis,
 
only Program I has a net positive expected value. Thus, of the three spe­
cific program options examined, one could only economically justify under­
taking Program I. However, recall that this analysis is subject to many
 
assumptions and preliminary cost estimates. For example, decision making
 
Js conducted at the 80 percent confidence level. At a.lower confidence
 
level, or at a higher price for power at the busbar, Program II or III or
 
.avariant of these programs may become the desired alternative. The appro­
priate confidence level for decision making might not be 80 percent: this
 
needs to be examined in further studies and the uncertainty relative to
 
the price of power at the busbar should be incorporated into future analyses.
 
Changes in other parameters could also alter the above result.
 
The reason that the test satellites proposed have negativenet
 
value, becomes apparent from.an examination of the program decision trees.
 
The proposed test satellite subprograms cost more than the economic value
 
they provide. Thus, they add negative value to the overall program.
 
However, this conclusion pertains only to the test satellite subprograms
 
proposed in Programs II and III. It remains possible that other test
 
satellite subprograms might be developed with a net positive value.
 
'These programs would probably make use of smaller test satellites to
 
"buy" essentially the same information ata substantially reduced cost.
 
Thus, it is recommended that the icosts and informational gains associated
 
with smaller test satellites be examined.
 
As a final warning, the,results of the above analysis depend
 
upon the assumptions made. Changes in the assumptions may change the con­
clusions. Thus, while the insights gained may be valuable, decisions should
 
be based on this analysis only after a thorough review of the cost model;
 
the cost model (state-of-knowledge) data and the assumptions made for-the
 
analsis. If the results of this pnalysis stand up under thorough review,
 
then 'one is justified in recommending a go-ahead decision on Program I
 
since the expected value of this 'rogram is positive. However, it should
 
be observed that the expected value qf Program I is only a small fraction
 
of the total monies to be expended on theprogram. Thus, before one makes
 
a recommendation to proceed with this program, it is probably wise to try
 
to refine the program plan so as to increase its expected value.
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5.1 
5. IDENTIFICATION OF CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES AND ISSUES
 
A variety of technical, social and environmental issues exist
 
with respect to the development and production of an SSPS. The purpose

of this section is to identify and, to a limited extent, quantify these
 
issues. Some.of the issues, particularly the social and environmental
 
issues, might support differences inthe price of power at the rectenna
 
busbar versus the busbar of a conventional power plant. Others, particu­
larly the ctltical technologies, affect the cost andrisk of an SSPS unit.
 
The work documented below is a "first cut" at identifying critical tech­
nologies and issues as they drive the economics of an SSPS unit and should
 
not be construed as final and definitive results based upon which actions
 
should be initiated. Rather, the results are presented here for review
 
and to provide guidance for continuing technical and economic studies of
 
SSPS. These results represent an interim status only and should be viewed
 
inthat context.
 
Critical Issues
 
Associated with SSPS are numerous social and environmental im­
pacts which need to be understood prior to implementation. Decisions
 
concerning the appropriate level of all such "impacts" (that is,inter­
actions between an SSPS and the environment) are guided by an expression

of social preferences--whether through the economic system or through
 
government regulation. For example, regulations concerning noise levels
 
from launch vehicles or down-range launch safety will affect the location
 
of the launch complex. Implicit inthe expression of social'preferences

is a weighing of the benefits of one method or use against the benefits
 
of others. For instance, a decision on where to locate the receiving
 
antenna involves a comparison of the benefits of SSPS-delivered elec­
tricity against the benefits of other uses for the same piece of land;
 
inthis example, inaddition to the economic evaluation of relative
 
benefits (as 'reflected inthe price of the land), social preferences
 
would be expressed concerning less tangible values such as aesthetics
 
through regulatory processes such as land zoning. Inany event, the
 
expressions of social preferences become design considerations affecting
 
both the technical and economic characteristics of the system.
 
Even where there exists a clear social value for imposing design
 
conditions or constraints (for example, safety from radiation that isdetri­
mental to human health), itmight not be clear what effect a given SSPS
 
design could have because sufficient scientific data do not presently
 
exist (for example, it is not known precisely at what level of microwave
 
radiation aihealth hazard exists). These area§ of uncertainty may require
 
testing--in this example, to esta lish the effects on health due to various
 
levels of long-term exposure to microwave radiation. As this uncertainty
 
isreduced by testing, an SSPS can be designed that assures compliance with
 
the perceived safety needs, yet more nearly approaches the economic poten­
tial of the concept.
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All of the areas of social and environmental impact associated
 
with an SSPS that have been identified to date [14,15] are summarized in
 
Table 5.1. This table lists the major areas of impact by the three main
 
system elements: launch complex and operations, orbital system, and
 
rectenna and power interface systems. These impacts were then organized
 
in the manner suggested by Figure 5.1: first, according to those impacts
 
Which are critical, that is,those which might have substantial detri­
mental local or even global impacts (for example, interaction of the
 
microwave beam with the ionosphere) which would render an.SSPS socially
 
unacceptable or which cause substantial economic uncertainty (for example,
 
acceptable microwave densities affecting rectenna size) and those impacts
 
which clearly could not; next, according to those impacts which could be
 
tested (such as effects of exposure to microwave energy) and those which
 
could not (such as shifts indemographic patterns resulting from the
 
location of terrestrial-facilities). At this time, there appear to be
 
no impacts with which there are associated large uncertainties and that
 
are thought to be critical, but which are not amenable to testing to
 
reduce uncertainty or simply to a logical decision process. The impacts
 
considered to be both testable and critical represent the areas of social
 
and environmental risk associated with an SSPS which must be dealt with
 
in the development of a test/validation/documentation program. These
 
risks are summarized in Table 5.2. More complete descriptions of each
 
impact that has been identified to date follow.
 
5.1.1 Launch Complex and Operations
 
Land Management: The decision on where to locate the facilities
 
to handle SSPS-related launch activities must balance such issues as
 
proximity to sources of materials to be launched and propellants, down­
range safety, launch-advantage provided by southerly location, and climate
 
and weather patterns. In addition to these considerations, the issue of
 
possible alternative land uses arises for whatever sites are being examined.
 
This impact is a decision variable (nontestable, noncritical).
 
Waste Heat: The waste heat from the launch vehicles isone of
 
two sources of terrestrial waste heat associated with SSPS (the other
 
being the rectenna). While the exact effect in the atmosphere of such
 
heat is not known, it is thought to be negligible, even with a high level
 
of traffic; hence, this impact is a decision variable (possibly testable,
 
but noncritical).
 
Safety and Control: Ifthere are populated areas down-range of
 
the launch facility, adequate safeguards must exist to insure that they
 
are not endangered by either routine launchings or in the event of a
 
launch failure; this risk isconsidered in the launch site decision (non­
testable, but criticality controlled by location--that is,by decision).
 
Environmental Modification: Two major environmental impacts
 
that have been identified with the launch complex are the noise from
 
the launch vehicles and the pollutants injected into the atmosphere by
 
propellant combustion. Noise levels must bl taken into account in
 
Table 5.1 SSPS-Related Social and Environmental Impacts Identified to Date 
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Table 5.2 Critical and Testable SSPS Social
 
and Environmental Risks
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siting and designing the launch facilities (testable, noncritical) and
 
the effect of different propellant combustion products in the atmosphere
 
must be carefully considered (testable, critical). Constraints placed on
 
propellant types and launch site location could affect transportation costs.
 
Another area of environmental concern deals with the possible nature of
 
the materials being taken into orbit, for example, gallium-arsenide solar
 
cells, which could cause a threat due to potential catastrophic failure
 
of the launch vehicle. These considerations could force the use of less
 
efficient materials. Whether or not the risks are to be taken is a
 
matter of decision (nontestable, critical).
 
Resource Extraction and Manufacturing:' The type and amounts of
 
the materials necessary for launch site construction must be considered,
 
but this is not expected to pose any difficulties as no critical material
 
types or amounts are involved. The use of these materials to support the
 
SSPS project is a social decision justified, through prices for these
 
materials, if SSPS is economically viable (nontestable, noncritical).
 
Aesthetics: The effect of the launch facilities on the appearance

of the surroundings will be considered in the siting decision (nontestable,
 
noncritical).
 
Social Effects: Location of the launch site will undoubtedly

result in local demographic shifts; this is,of course, a necessary adjust­
ment to provide labor support for launch operations (nontestable, noncritical).
 
5.1.2 Orbital System
 
Radiant Energy Densities: Itwill be necessary to determine in
 
advance the extent and type of interactions of the microwave beam with the
 
atmosphere, particularly in the ionosphere where such interactions may affect
 
the F-layer or may attenuate the beam itself, reducing transmission effi­
ciency (testable, critical). Also of concern is the effect of microwave
 
energy densities on on-orbit maintenance personnel (testable, critical)
 
which could affect the cost of on-orbit maintenance.
 
Safety and Control: This represents a major area of concern,
 
particularly in beam control. Safety systems will have to insure that
 
there is no chance of a focused beam wandering from the rectenna area
 
in the event that pointing control is lost. Whereas it is expected
 
that the beam will become de-focused should the pointing system fail,
 
testing isnecessary to assure that the safety systems are "fail-safe"
 
(testable, critical). This is a technology item that could affect the
 
social acceptability of an SSPS. Its economic effect is uncertain but
 
probably small. Safety of on-orbit personnel isalso a concern during
 
the construction phase (testable, critical) and can-affect the orbital
 
assembly rate.
 
Environmental Modification: The effects of such large power
 
transmissions via microwaves is not known and will, have to be tested.
 
Problems with sidelobes and reradiated energy causing radio frequency
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interference must be dealt with in a careful test program. The results
 
of this program will be necessary for final frequency allocation and filter
 
design which can affect system efficiency and transmission losses (testable,
 
critical).
 
Resource Extraction and Manufacturing: Resource considerations
 
will be important design variables; however, it is not expected that SSPS
 
requirements (even in such critical materials as platinum, samarium, or
 
cesium) will' be more than a small fraction of current consumption (nontest­
able, noncritical).
 
Aesthetics: Structures as large as an SSPS satellite will create
 
noticeable nighttime reflections. To accept these reflections is a social
 
decision (nontestable, noncritical).
 
Social Effects: Power from space could represent man's first
 
reliance on space technology for basic needs. The exact effects of the
 
perception of this is hard to predict. Also, there will be new political
 
and security considerations connected with reliance on large power sources
 
that might be vulnerable to sabotage (nontestable, noncritical).
 
5.1.3 Rectenna and Power Interface Systems
 
Land Management: Land-use considerations with respect to the
 
receiving antenna include competing demands, the possibility of multiple­
use, and projected changes in land-use patterns, such as the location of
 
energy-intensive industries near rectenna sites or the moving of popula­
tion areas away for the purposes of safety. These factors will be
 
reflected in land prices and zoning as a reflection of social preferences
 
(nontestable, noncritical).
 
Radiant Energy Densities: An important area of uncertainty
 
exists concerning the effects of long-term, low-level exposure to micro­
wave energy. An extensive testing program isnecessary to determine the
 
effects of such exposure on human, animal and plant life in the rectenna
 
area and surroundings (testable, critical). Constraints imposed by maxi­
mum allowable microwave densities can affect the rectenna site location,
 
design and areal extent.
 
Waste.Heat: Rectification losses at the receiving antennawill
 
result in the generation of waste heat equivalent to 10 to 15 percent of
 
the total transmitted energy. It is expected that by controlling the
 
albedo of the antenna surface the average heat value for the area can be
 
maintained. However, because the rectenna waste heat release will be con­
tinuous, the daily temperature cycle will be changed. The effect that this
 
change will have on plant and animal life as well as local weather patterns
 
is not expected to be large.(possibly testable, noncritical).
 
Safety and Control: As mentioned inOrbital System Safety and
 
Control, maintenance of beam control is crucial (testable; critical). In
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addition, the safety and reliability of the utility power interface must
 
be assured (testable, noncritical).
 
Environmental Modification: (see Rectenna and Power Interface
 
Waste Heat).
 
Resource Extraction and Manufacturing: An analysis of material
 
requirements similar to that for other parts of the system must be conducted
 
for this segment of the system. It is expected that there will be no prob­
lems, as most of the material used is aluminum, for the antenna structure
 
(nontestable, noncritical).
 
Aesthetics: So large a structure as the receiving antenna will
 
certainly have an effect on the appearance of the surroundings. This must
 
be considered in the siting analysis (nontestable, noncritical).
 
Social Effects: Changes in demographic patterns may well result
 
from the location of the receiving antenna. These are the result of social
 
choices (nontestable, noncritical).
 
The above identified issues could each affect the production and
 
the operation and maintenance costs of an SSPS unit. While they are iden­
tified above, no assessment has yet been made of their specific impact on
 
costs. This work remains to be performed in continuing studies. 
5.2 Critical Technologies 
Inthis section, the technologies critical to the economically 
successful production of a current configuration SSPS are identified. These
 
technologies are identified in terms of their contribution to the cost and
 
risk of SSPS unit 'production as follows. First, the risk profile of the
 
current configuration SSPS was established as isdescribed in Section 3.
 
Then from the list of inputs to the risk analysis model, 56 potentially
 
significant technology items were identified. 'As identified inSection 3,
 
each of these variables has associated with it a state-of-knowledge that
 
is described by a probability density function ranging from a minimum
 
value to a maximum value. (Based on today's knowledge, there isproba­
bility-zero that a parameter will lie outside the range so described.
 
Furthermore, the probability density function has its maximum value at
 
the most likely value of a parameter.) The assessment of critical tech­
nologies focuses on the minimum, maximum and most likely values of each
 
significant input variable. The effect of removing uncertainty in each
 
of these variables is then investigated by setting the range over which
 
each variable may vary to zero, one-by-one, first to the minimum value,
 
then the most likely value and then the maximum value. That is,the
 
effect of removing uncertainty ineach variable is investigated-over the
 
full range of values which, by today'.s state-of-knowledge, each variable
 
may take on. For example, to determine the contribution to cost and
 
risk of the cost of the solar array blanket per unit area, that cost is
 
input to the risk model as a deterministic value, first at its minimum
 
value, then at its most likely value and, last, at its maximum value,
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holding all other inputs as they are described in Section 3. The results
 
of this exercise are given inTable 5.3 with the variables listed in three
 
groups. The top-group in the table presents the results for the critical
 
technology areas. These are the technologies that drive the cost and risk.
 
They include:
 
a solar cell efficiency
 
o specific mass of the solar blanket
 
o fraction of satellite assembled by man
 
o rate of manned assembly
 
o rate of remote assembly
 
o LEO space station unit cost
 
o solar array blanket specific cost.
 
It is interesting to note that these critical technologies encompass only
 
two general areas, uncertainties associated with the solar-arrays, that
 
is,solar array costs, mass and performance, and uncertainties associated
 
with the assembly of large systems in space. These seven elements of risk
 
are plotted inFigure 5.2 which visually shows the potential for control
 
of cost and risk by technology development in each area. This figure
 
clearly shows the driving technology to be the rate of manned assembly-­
that is,the productivity of man inspace is the major cost and risk
 
driver for the current configuration SSPS. Since this conclusion could
 
substantially affect future SSPS development programs, it is recommended
 
that it be subjected to a careful review before being fully accepted.
 
Itmust be emphasized again that these results derive from subjective
 
assessments of the state-of-knowledge relative to the-current configura­
tion SSPS and are subject to variability upon review. However, there is
 
little doubt that this is an area of uncertainty that needs to be dealt
 
with.sooner rather than later.
 
The second group of variables inTable 5.3 are variables that
 
are only moderately important cost and risk drivers. These are variables
 
which should probably receive attention as components of major study areas
 
but, at this time, do not deserve specific studies for their resolution.
 
Note that control of risk obtains not only due to removal of uncer­
tainty inthe variable under consideration but also due to the fact
 
that uncertainty in other system components may be reduced due to
 
such removal of uncertainty. For example, removing uncertainty in
 
the rate of manned assembly also removes uncertainty in the number
 
of LEO space stations required, the number of shuttle flights, the
 
number of EVA units, gtc. On the other hand, solar array blanket
 
specific cost affects only the cost of the solar array, hence, re­
moval of this area of uncertainty has little effect on total risk.
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Table 5.3 The Effect on Cost and Cost Risk* 
of Changes inthe State-of-Knowledge 
Range of Values (Millions, 1974) 
Best Most Likely Worst 
Mean Cost Mean Cost Mean Cost 
Item Cost Risk Cost Risk Cost Risk 
Nominal 3.76 -- 14.92 3.86- 144.83 --
Rate of Manned Assembly 11.56 1.90 15.57 2.87 21.91 5.16 
Fraction of Satellite 
Assembled by Man 13.05 2.43 14.53 3.05 17.56 4.56 
Rate of Remote Assembly 13.93 3.42 14.96 3.61 16.65 3.67 
8.5 Solar Cell Efficiency 13.74 3.26 14.27 3.59 17.04 4.13 
,g Specific Mass of the 
Solar Blanket 13.34 2.87 14.67 3.24 15.92 4.13 
LEO Space Station Unit Cost 12.99 2.83 14.34 3:07 17.7a 4.77 
Solar Array Blanket 
Specific Cost 13.33 3.49 13.84 3.42 17.27 3.48 
EVA Equipment Unit Cost 14.49 3.17 14.56 3.59 15.16 3.88 
DC-RF Converter Specific Cost 14.45 3.21 14.95 3.82 15.00 3.49 
Nonconducting Structure 
Specific Cost 14.57 3.49 14.82 4.09 15.22 3.67 
Central Mast Specific Cost 14.57 3.52 14.71 3.69 15.14 3.68 
Rectenna Structure 
Specific Cost 14.66 3.65 14.75 3.79 15.13 3.85 
Crew Rotation Period 14.00 3.13 14.99 3.84 15.77 3.95 
HLLV Average Load Factor 14.40 3.61 14.83 4.06 15.61 3.57 
C) 
Number of Personnel per 
Shuttle Flight 14.34 3.34 14.70 3.60 15.90 4.08 
E Launch Cost per Shuttle Flight 14.22 3.73 14.15 3.27 16.85 3.85 
,' HLLV Unit Cost 14.52 3.60 14.87 3.63 15,18 3.93 
! Launch Cost oer Shuttle Flight 14.59 3.52 14.70 3.65 15.28 4.14 
S Teleoperator Unit Cost 14.49 3.48 14.46 3.61 15.51 3.65 
u DC-RF Converter Efficiency 14.27 3.61 14.79 3.58 15.25 4.07 
AF-DC Con reter Efficiency 14.17 3.26 14.62 3.17 15.00 3.54 
Specific Mass of the Solar 
Concentrators 14.24 3.15 14.97 3.82 15.17 3.59 
Specific Mass of Waveguides 14.40 3.48 14.56 3.63 15.74 3.91 
Miscellaneous Mass 14.73 3.64 14.80 3.77 14.92 3,88 
Personnel Productivity ractor 14.04 3.30 14.56 3.56 15.64 3.66 
Fabrication Rate of Modules 14.61 3.69 14.73 3.57 14.89 3.96 
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.able 5.3 The Effect on Cost and Cost Risk of Cnanges,
 
inthe State-of-KnowieoQe (continued) 
Best 
Range of Values (SBilhons. 1974) 
Most Likely Worst 
Item 
Moan 
Cost 
Cost 
Risk 
Pean 
Cost 
Cost 
Risk 
Mean, 
Cost 
Cost 
Risk 
eam Collection Efficiency 14.61 3.69 15.17 3.72 14.29 3.22 
Ratio: Conducting Structure 
Mass to Array Area 15.00 3.66 14.60 3.67 14.94 3.56 
Ratio: Nonconducting Struc­
ture Mass to Array Area 14.71 3.41 14.69 3.64 14.97 3.54 
Specific Mass of Central Mast 14.7, 3.45 14.84 3.78 14.5 3.55 
Specific Mass of DC-RF 
Converters 14.68 3.40 14.86 4.08 15.30 3.82 
Specific Mass of AntennaInterface 14.89 3.84 14.60 3.41 15.06 3.74 
Specific Mass of 0hase 
Control Electronict 14.65 3.58 i4.89 3.64 114.2s 3.91 
Teleoperator Availablhtv 
Factor 
Teleoperator Work Factor 
14.53 
14.75 
3.42 
3.82 
14 95 
14.61 
3.74 
3.30 
14.85 
15.18 
3.89 
3.93 
. Fabrication Module Avail­
ability Factor 14.98 3.90 14.56 3.78 14.85 3.70 
-
Manipulator Availability 
Factor 14.89 3.77 15.18 3.72 14.63 3.18 
Fabrication Module Unit Mass 14.54 3.41 14.62 3.15 14.59 3.37 
i Manipulator Unit Mass 
LEO Space Station Unit Mass 
14.55 
14.47 " 
3.73 
3.21 
14.75 
14.98 
3.37 
3.83 
14.70 
14.93 
3.37 
3.50 
o Crew Module Unit Mass 15.02 3.66 14.60 3.60 "4.93 3.6 
5? GEO Space Station Unit Mass 14.84 3.50 14.69 3.64 14.33 3.45 
Fabrication Module Unit Cos: 14.74 3.60 14.72 3.60 14.57 3.54 
Shuttle Unit Cost 14.74 3.50 14.78 3.E1 14.57 3.58 
Manipulator Unit Cos, 
GEO Space Station-Unit Cost 
14.73 
14.79 
3.85 
3.70 
14.92 
14.56 
3.72 
3.78 
14.75 
15.03 
3.49 
3.90 
AIS Unit Cost 14.83 3.96 14.69 3.57 14.75 3.69 
Antenna Power Distribution 
Specific Cost 
Phase Control Specific Cost 
14.52 
14.50 
3.15 
3.41 
15.16 
14.60 
3.72 
3.15 
15.03 
14.69 
3.80 
3.37 
Waveguide Specific Cost 14.68 3.37 14.73 3.37 14,60 3.73 
Solar Array Concentrator 
Specific Cost 14.79 3.45 14.68 3.64 14,97 3.50 
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Table 5.3 The Effect on Cost and Cost Risk of Charges 
inthe State-of-Knowledge (continued) 
Range of Values (SBlllons, 1974) 
Item 
Mean 
Cost 
Best 
Cost 
Risk 
Most Likely 
Mean Cost 
Cost Risk 
Worst 
Mean 
Cost 
Cost 
Risk 
w w 
! 
Conducting Structure 
Specific Cost 
Miscellaneous Equipment
Specific Cost 
14.57 
14.87 
3.49 
3.84 
14.82 
14.61 
4.09 
3.41 
15.22 
1S.S 
3.67 
3.73 
-I 
Rectenna Sito'Spacific
Cost 14.63 3.59 14.88 3.65 14.89 3.90 
.S5 
72 
, 
. 
RF-OC Converter SpecificCost 
Power Interface Specific 
Cost 
Phase Control Specific Cost 
14.98 
14.68 
14.78 
3.68 
3.60 
3.56 
14.90 
14.68 
14.67 
3.57 
3.60 
3.65 
I5.17 
14.74 
14.76 
3.44 
3.53 
3,53 
"Cost Risk" isthe standard deviation of the cost estimate. 
The nominal case includes: for best value, a deterministic-cost estimate 
usingthe best values for each design factor for most likely value, a Monte 
Carlo simulation using the full range for each design factor; for worst value, 
a deterministic cost estimate using the worst values for each design factor.' 
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Finally, the third group of variables includes those yariables
 
that are weak cost and risk drivers. In general, the effect of technology
 
development in these areas is not of sufficient magnitude to be resolved
 
by the risk analysis model.
 
As a note of caution in the interpretation of-values in
 
Table 5.3, it should be recognized that these values derive from a Monte
 
Carlo simulation, that is, they are obtained by sampling probability dis­
tributions. They are not the result of precise computation. Thus, these
 
data contain some amount of noise. For example, determination of expected
 
costs is accurate to about $200 million one sigma or about +1 percent.
 
Determination of risk is also accurate to about the same absolute amount
 
or about +5 percent. This amount of noise accounts for the apparent in­
consistencies in some of the results presented in Table 5.3, particularly
 
with respect to the Group 3 variables.
 
In summary, the risk analysis model has been used to identify
 
the technology areas that are the major drivers of cost and risk--the
 
critical technologies. It is concluded that there are two'major areas
 
of critical technology:
 
1. 	the ability to construct large systems in space, and
 
2. 	solar cell blanket mass, cost and efficiency.
 
Of these technology areas, the productivity of man in space is key. It­
is recommended that:
 
1. 	these conclusions be reviewed by a "panel of experts," and
 
2. 	assuming that their validity is confirmed, these technology
 
areas should be addressed by detailed study early in the
 
continuing program.
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6. PROGRAMMATIC RISK ANALYSI8
 
Given the results of Section 4, a brief programmatic risk
 
assessment is possible. This discussion will focus on Program I as
 
that is the only program, of the specific alternatives analyzed, that
 
has a positive expected value. The development program consists of three
 
major subprograms: an SR&T subprogram, a DDT&E subprogram and a first
 
unit production subprogram. Success in each of these subprograms can be
 
defined as achieving a state from which a decision to continue the pro­
gram can bejustified. Then, from Figure 4.9, it is seen that the pro­
bability of a successful SR&T subprogram is .376, the probability of a
 
successful DDT&E subprogram is .692 given that the SR&T subprogram is
 
successful and the probability of a successful first unit production
 
subprogram is .905 given that the DDT&E subprogram is successful.
 
The probability of success of the-program is the product of
 
the probabilities of success of each branch. Thus,- there is a probabil­
.tty of .235'that Program I will be successfully completed. This com­
pares with a probability of about .32 (from Figure 4.4) that the current
 
configuration could be economically viable given Program r. Thus, the
 
program as presently planned yields about a 27 percent chance of reject­
ing a viable outcome. That is,,given that the current configuration is
 
economically viable, there isabout a 27 percent chance that it will be
 
classified as not viable, resulting ina program failure. This is the
 
result of inaccuracies in the measurements of projected second unit
 
costs at Decision Points A and B. This loss could be reduced ifmore
 
accurate measurem'ents could be obtained at about the same cost.
 
A more detailed programmatic risk analysis is not possible

under the resources of the present effort, however, it should be performed

and the framework necessary to do it resides partly within the existing

risk analysis model. The procedure for a more detailed risk analysis

derives from the notion that the goal of the SSPS development is to pro­
vide a state-of-knowledge based upon which a decision can be made to pro­
ceed with the implementation of the second and subsequent units and that
 
the efforts expended in the development program are, in fact, directed at
 
measuring the total unit cost of the second unit. Thus, the output of
 
each development subprogram is a measurement of a.system parameter or para­
meters vis a vis the current configuration. The goals for the measurement
 
accuracy of each parameter at each decision point can be derived from the
 
tables inAppendices C and E. The next step in the programmatic risk
 
assessment will be to assess the expected level of success in achieving
 
each of the measurement accuracy goals thus set.
 
It isalmost a certainty that the reader is confused at this
 
point about the interpretation placed upon the activities undertaken in
 
a development program. Thus, the above points are explained again.
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First, from the economic point of view, the justification for proceding
 
with a development proram lies in the belief that an economically viable
 
technology implementation can be achieved. Such a belief is Valid only
 
if it finds a basis in a postulated system configuration. Then. all ec­
onomic measures must be made against this system configuration. It is
 
not possible to compute economic measures against abstract ideas, just as
 
it is not possible to compute engineering measures against abstract.ideas.
 
For example, an engineer cannot answer the question, what are .the stresses
 
in a beam? THe must be told the design of.the beam and the loadings placed
 
upon it. So must the economist be given such "design" information to
 
perform his analyses. And just as the engineering answers change as the
 
design changes, so also do the economic answers.
 
Now, the current SSPS configuration is not an existing piece of
 
hardware. It is, in fact, a concept that might be realized at some future
 
date. Insofar as that concept remains unchanged, all the technology de­
velopment programs and analyses performed on it are only exercises of
 
measuring parameters that describe it. Thus, until the configuration is
 
changed, the development program is,strictly speaking, a measurement.
 
program. As such, it should be treated as a measurement program and the
 
.goals of each subprogram should be expressed in terms of measurement
 
accuracies.
 
Everyone knows that design changes occur throughout a program.

Design changes are made for basically two reasons: first, because the
 
postulated configuration, when adequately measured, is found to fall
 
outside of allowable system bounds and, second, because targets-of oppor­
tunity arise to improve upon the existing postulated configuration. In
 
either case, after the design change ismade, both the engineer and the
 
economist are dealing with a new system and must adjust their analyses
 
accordingly. Such changes cannot be anticipated in advance. If they

could, the system would be configured in the changed configuration in
 
the first place. Thus, analyses are confined to deal with the current
 
configuration and to base measures of system performance against this
 
configu'ration.
 
After each design change, the program reverts back to a measure­
ment program and remains such until the next design change. Thus, a
 
development program can be thought of as series of measurement programs
 
separated by discontinuties which represent design changes. To view a
 
development program in this context offers the possibility of achieving
 
a new dimension inthe control of technology development and programmatic
 
risk.
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7.1 
7. UTILITY INTERFACE ANALYSIS
 
An-effort was made during this phase of the study to identify
 
issues which might be important concerning the compatibility of the
 
characteristics of the current configuration SSPS with the demands of
 
electric utilities in the 1990 time period. How an SSPS conforms to
 
the needs of utilities has not been analyzed and might have a significant
 
impact on system economics. If some utility interface requirement were
 
found to be critical, such a requirement would have to be weighed inthe
 
design process of SSPS components related to that requirement.
 
Potential issues were,selected by reviewing the present struc­
ture and requirements of utilities and the trends that are projected for
 
the next 15 to 20 years. Then, the salient performance characteristics
 
of SSPS were determined inorder to examine the effects of variations
 
inthese characteristics on utility design and costs. The most important
 
SSPS features were found to be output power level, reliability and power
 
level fluctuatioqs (both predictable fluctuations like eclipses and ran­
dom ones due, for example, to atmospheric attenuation)..
 
The approach used for analyzing the effect and criticality of
 
these characteristics is,described below. It should be emphasized that
 
much more detailed analysis is required--the-modeliing effort to do so
 
was beyond the scope of this study. This analysis was intended only to
 
delineate whether any of the above factors are likely to represent sig­
nificant economic issues.
 
Effects of Reliability
 
Electric utilities design their generating and transmission
 
systems to assure a standard level of reliability-(usually a loss-of-load
 
probability of one day in ten years*). This requires the utilities among
 
other things to install greater generating capacity than necessary to meet
 
the expected peak demand, so that if the peak loads deviate from the pro­
jections or generating capacity is lost through unscheduled outages, the
 
load will not exceed the capacity. This installed capacity reserve
 
margin represents a major cost component for utilities; and great care
 
is taken in system design and scheduling to minimize the reserve margin
 
required to maintain the design level of reliability.> There are several
 
different approaches used .by utilities to calculate what the appropriate
 
reserve margin should be. The approach generally used-now is to model
 
the sizes and reliabilities of the units in a projected system, de­
termining all of the possible combinations of outages-among the units,
 
This means that, given the sizes and reliabilities of the units
 
inthis system and the projected annual peak loads, the probability
 
of the load exceeding the generating capacity is one day (cumulative)
 
intenyears.
 
so
 
the resulting level of generation for each combination, and the probability
 
of this level of generation occurring. These probabilities of generation
 
level are combined with a projected probability distribution of daily
 
peak demands for a given year to calculate the total probability of some
 
loss of load occurring. ,Ifthe resulting reliability is'not adequate,
 
more generating capacity has to be added to the planned system.
 
There are a number of factors which affect utility-system re­
liability which ought to be included in such a model, The size of a new
 
unit will create a disproportionate increase inthe reserve requirement
 
if it is very large with respect to the other units in.the system or
 
large with respect to the total system capacity. This effect will de­
crease as other'large units are added and/or as the total system capacity
 
Increases. An example of the trend toward larger unit sizes is provided
 
inFigure 7.1, which shows the distribution of sizes of units to be added
 
this decade and next decade in the Eastern Central Area (ECAR), shown
 
in Figure 7.2. The total capacity in this area isexpected to increase
 
from 55 GW in 1970, to,116 GW in 1990. The effect of SSPS unit size
 
will be discussed later.
 
Another key factor in utility system reliability is the forced
 
outage rates for the individual units which-are determined historically.
 
A forced outage is caused by the failure of a component which causes the
 
immediate or nearly immediate*-shutdown of the-unit. The experience of
 
the utility industry is that the larger the unit the higher the forced
 
outage rate and also that new units have higher outage-rates during the
 
initial break-in period (usually the first two years, but sometimes as
 
long as six years). There are other terms used in the industry that re­
late to reliability, such as "availability", which is the fraction of a
 
time period during which a generating unit isavailable for operation
 
whether or not -it is inoperation. The difference between the amount of
 
time that a unit has not been forced out and the amount of time it is
 
available includes the time for scheduled maintenance and the time it is
 
not used. Since-these outages can be scheduled to occur during off-peak
 
periods when sufficient alternate capacity exists to compensate for the
 
outage, whereas forced outages are as likely to occur during peak demand
 
periods as during off-peak periods, it isthe forced outage rate that is
 
usually used to calculate the reserve requirements.
 
Increasing the number of generating units ina-system and in­
creasing the number of interconnections with other systems through power
 
pooling both have the effect of reducing required reserve margins. The
 
seasonal distri.bution of peak loads can also have an effect on reserve
 
A shutdown immediately or up to the very next weekend is defined
 
as a forced outage on the basis of which the reserve margin is de­
termined. 'Ifthe shutdown can be postponed until the weekend, it
 
istreated as a planned outage which does not 'require reserve
 
capacity.
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Figure 7.1 	 Cumulative Distribution of Steam Generating
 
Units Added Between Years (Percent of Installed
 
on Generating Units Sizes Equal or Greater Than
 
Abscissa) For the East Central Region
 
(Source: Federal Power Commission, The 1970
 
National Power Survey - Part II)
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margin; if there iswide variation between seasonal peaks, then planned
 
outages can be scheduled for lower demand seasons without requiring
 
reserve capacity. If,however, the load is fairly balanced from season
 
to season, then itmay be necessary to install reserve capacity to allow
 
planned outages, such as those necessary for maintenance.
 
Intecent years the utility industry has-been experiencing a
 
need for increasing reserves, primarily because of the Introduction of
 
large (800-1000 MW and larger) new units to systems composed of much
 
smaller (100-300 MW) units. Inaddition, the reliabilities of the new
 
units have, inmany cases, been substantially below their expected
 
levels. With unit size levelling off inthe future and with power pool
 
interconnections increasing, the reserve margin might be expected to
 
decline, so long as load levelling (the balancing of seasonal peak
 
demands) does not force the installation of reserve capacity to allow
 
for scheduled outages.
 
SSPS reliability is expected to be high because it is a largely
 
passive, de-centralized system, which does not involve high temperatures
 
or pressures in the generation of power. These are factors which contri­
bute to the high forced outage rates of new, large units.
 
Availability rates are used in calculating the cost of power
 
from baseload generation plants, because availability rates account for
 
the time that a plant is not able to produce power due to maintenance
 
or other scheduled outages. The effect of availability on the cost of
 
power can be significant, especially for capital-intensive generation
 
methods such as nuclear reactors or SSPS. Based on cost data provided
 
by Arthur D. Little, Inc.,* the total busbar energy cost has been calcu­
lated as a function of unit availability,** for three different generation
 
systems: light water reactor,jliquid metal fast breeder reactor and
 
direct coal-fired plant. These relationships between energy costs and
 
generating unit availability are displayed inFigure 7.3. Given that
 
SSPS availability is expected to be about 95 percent, it is clear from
 
Figure 7.3 that SSPS could tolerate a somewhat higher life cycle cost
 
per kilowatt and still produce power at the same energy cost. Light
 
water reactors currently are designed for 80 percent availability; an
 
SSPS operating at 95 percent availability (Case A)-could cost approxi­
mately $70/kW.more than the light water reactor and produce power at the
 
These cost data were provided for use in the "Space-Based Solar
 
Power Conversion and Delivery Systems Study--Interim Summary
 
Report," March 13, 1976.
 
A single value for installed cost for each system was given. This
 
installed cost was factored up by the availability rate in calcu­
lating the cost of the capital component of the total bdsbar
 
energy cost. A uniform increment appropriate to each system was
 
added to cover fuel, operation and maintenance, taxes and insur­
ance; hence, the only factor that was varied was the cost of
 
capital, as affected by availability.
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same cost. The industry-wide experience for light water reactors at the
 
moment iscloser to 65 percent*; if this value remains unchanged, an SSPS
 
costing $200/kW more than the nuclear plant (Case B) could produce power
 
at the same cost. Thus, the level of reliability projected for SSPS
 
could be an important economic factor.
 
In addition to reliability, SSPS size in both absolute and
 
relative terms isan important consideration in calculating the system
 
reserve requirements and accompanying costs resulting from the intro­
duction of an SSPS. A simulation which would estimate the cost effect
 
of the addition of SSPS's to realistic representations of utility
 
systems projected for 1995 could not be conducted within-the scope of
 
this study. However, an examination was made of the effect on reserve
 
margin requirements of adding an SSPS to several iystems, each contain­
ing units of uniform size and reliability, over a range of system sizes
 
that might be typical in the future (30-50 GW). The results are presented
 
in Figure 7.4. The unit sizes used were 1 GW and 2.5 GW, and the forced
 
outage rates used were 8.7 percent** and 15 percent*** for the 1 GW plants and
 
22 percent**** for the 2.5 GW plants.
 
The approach used in this analysis was to determine for each
 
of the system configurations (1GW units at an 8.7 percent outage rate,
 
1 GW units at a 15 percent outage rate and 2.5 GW units at a 22 percent
 
outage rate) the necessary installed capacity reserve margin needed to
 
insure the one-day-in-ten-years loss-of-load probability used by most
 
utilities as a reliability standard. These reserve calculations were
 
conducted both for a given configuration system without an SSPS, and
 
for the same type of system with an SSPS accounting for 5 GW of the
 
total capacity. These calculations were conducted for three different
 
levels of SSPS forced outage rates.
 
This lower availability is the result of a number of factors in­
cluding rapidly increasing unit size, non-standardized construction,
 
safety shutdowns and the fact that a large number of units are rel­
atively new and still in their break-in period.
 
This value is an average between the future mature fossil plant and
 
the future mature nuclear plant forced outage rates projected by the
 
Northeast Regional Advisory Committee to the Federal Power Commission.
 
These values are optimistic compared with present experience.
 
This value represents a typical system forced outage rate for
 
present power pools.
 
This value corresponds to current experience with new large
 
generating units. Whereas improvement upon this level is
 
expected in the future, ithas been used here as a pessimistic
 
value.
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7.2 
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It can be noted from Figure 7.4 that the inclusion of an SSPS
 
issometimes advantageous (that is,it reduces the required reserve
 
margin) and sometimes disadvantageous, depending upon the system size
 
and the reliability of the constituent units. Whether or not the SSPS
 
isadvantageous also depends on the reliability of the SSPS.
 
The purpose of this examination was to determine whether or
 
not the installed reserve requirement posed by SSPSumight be critical.
 
From this analysis, reserve requirements do not appear to represent a
 
critical economic issue. In fact, under certain circumstances, an SSPS
 
may reduce the necessary reserve margin. The maximum effect noted here
 
isabout 4 percent of the installed capacity which would constitute
 
approximately a 0.5 to 2.0 mills/kWh difference inbusbar energy cost
 
due to cost of capital (excluding operation, maintenance and fuel),
 
depending upon the assumed installed cost ($100/kW to $300/kW).
 
Further study is needed both to determine what the likely
 
reliability level will be for SSPS and what the affect of an SSPS of
 
such a reliability would be on a realistic representation of utility
 
systems with the unit size and reliability characteristics that might
 
be expected in the 1995 time period. Such analysis should also include
 
the affects on system reliability of system interconnections and pooling.
 
Effects of Solar Eclipses
 
An SSPS satellite in geosynchrbneous orbit will experience
 
eclipses around midnight of varying durations in the periods surround­
ing the two equinoxes, as shown inFigure 7.5. These eclipse periods
 
occur during times that are daily and seasonal "valleys" in demand for
 
nearly all utilities. Representative daily and seasonal load cycles are
 
shown inFigures 7.6 and 7.7, respectively.
 
Given that the eclipses occur during off-peak periods andthat
 
they are predictable, so long as sufficient alternate generating capacity
 
is available, an SSPS eclipse may be treated as a planned outage not
 
requiring installed reserve capacity. The costs then associated with an
 
eclipse are the marginal costs of whatever alternate capacity is used to
 
generate power during the eclipse period. The costs of alternate gener­
ation means have been assessed parametrically, and the results are pre­
sented inTable 7.1. The costs associated with an eclipse do not appear
 
to be critical because in the worst case examined here (having to use
 
peaking capacity during the duration of the eclipses) the average annual
 
generating cost of power produced by an SSPS baseload system would only
 
be increased by 0.5 mills/kWh.
 
The scope of this study did not allow examination of the assump­
tion of alternate capacity being available, as power during an SSPS eclipse
 
would probably be provided by power pooling or other interconnections
 
between utility systems. The size of power pols and the number of inter­
connections isgrowing. (An example of this expansion is provided in
 
Figure 7.8.) Itwas noted'inthe example in Section 7.1, that the Eastern
 
Central Area Reliability Coordination Agreement will oversee an installed
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Table 7.1 Annual Generation Costs of Alternate Sources to Cover SSPS Unit Eclipse Time
 
Source of Capital Cost Fuel Cost Operation Annual Cost
 
Alternate Generation ($/kW, 1974) (mills/kWh, 1974) Time* (hrs) ($, 1974)
 
--
6.0 135 4.05 X i06 Baseload Plants 

Intermediate
 
14.0 135 9.45 X 106
Load Plants 

Peakload 6
 
Plants 150 30.0 135 22.01 X 10
 
Operation time assumes one and one-half hours of operation per eclipse period to account
 
for start-up time.
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capacity of over 100 GW in 1990. The effect of this pooling would be to
 
reduce the cost of providing power during an SSPS eclipse. Howeyer, with
 
SSPS satellites displaced by 2400 km in synchronous orbit, during max­
imum eclipse periods, seven satellites would be occulted at any point in
 
time; hence, a given power pool area might be faced with replacing the
 
capacity of several SSPS's durinq an eclipse period. The interaction of
 
the effects of pooling and multiple occultations is a complicated one re­
quiring further study. An additional concern for further study should
 
be the extent and effect of occultations of one satellite by another.
 
Effect of Power Fluctuations
 
The transmission frequency (2.45 GHz) of the current configura­
tion SSPS was selected, inpart, because of its relative insensitity to
 
attenuation by atmospheric constituents. According to the Microwave
 
Power Transmission System Study [13] the greatest fluctuation inpower 
level that might be .expected from attenuation due to atmospheric effects 
such as heavy rain (50 nm/hr) is + 1 percent. Electric utilities are 
not able to sustain substantial fluctuations of power for significant 
periods of time without equipment damage. The daily operating reserve 
of utilities is composed of standby capacity that can be brought on-line 
within ten to twenty minutes as well as loads that can be interrupted on 
short notice (typically one minute).
 
If the fluctuations in SSPS transmitted power are sufficiently

rapid, then the effect will be a derating (reduction inthe rated capac­
ity) of SSPS. The effect on the cost of power produced by SSPS of
 
various levels of power fluctuation ispresented inFigure 7.9, with the
 
effect of the expected variation of 1 percent to be an increase of about
 
0.2 mills/kWh inSSPS cost of capital,* hence, an equivalent increase in
 
the user charge of SSPS-produced power.
 
This analysis represents a "worst case" approach in that it
 
assumes that fluctuations in transmitted power would render a certain per­
centage of SSPS power unusable, whereas infact, there are a number of
 
economic uses to which fluctuating or interruptible power can be put, in­
cluding electrolysis or other automated processes. However, even in the
 
worst case of power being lost, itdoes not appear that power fluctuations
 
within the range currently anticipated for SSPS pose-a significant
 
economic issue.
 
This estimate represents a lower bound in that it does not include
 
the component of 0& cost that is directly related to installed
 
capacity regardless of operarion time.
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APPENDIX A
 
UNIT PRODUCTION COST MODEL
 
The following is a listing of the equations incorporated in the
 
Unit Production Cost Model. (Adescription of the cost model isfound in
 
Section 2.1.) The definitions of the variables used in these equations

have been gathered together at the end of this appendix inorder to avoid
 
repetition.
 
Satellite Mass
 
PF Fneff
 
MSAB 
 mSAB AB
 
AC _ (neff -1) AB
ACONC
 
MSAC = mSA C Ac 
MSTC = MSTc (AC + AB)
 
MSTNC = mSTNC (AB + AC) 
MSTCM = mSTCM (/2rA (Ac + AB) + rL 'ANT ) 
MANTS mANTS PANT
 
MDC-RF mDC-RF PDC-RF
 
MWG mWG PDC-RF
 
r.N,- IN,...trrAct"1NT 
, W 
ANT I I'SKI 
+.,,r+ 
m 
Mh + M isc 
SA .1 
..,~ 
~...RMAIV!E D 
N 
LU 
CON'ST LEO TM 
TREMOTE 
ELETCONST LEO fTR'E AV fT 
fAF B RFAB [CONST t fe 
T I 
LCOS LO ' 
TREMOT'I 
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MTELE = mTELE NTELE aTELE
 
MTUG = TUG NTUG aTUG
 
MEVA mEVA fEVA (NLEO + NGEO)
 
MMANIP = mMANIP NMANIP aMANIP
 
LEO S/S -'LEO S/S NLEO S/S aLEO S/S 
MAE PROP fAE PROP MTOT SAT 
MS!S RES = fS/S RES (NLEO TCONST LEO + NGEO TCONST GEO ) 
MCREW aCREW 
MGEO S/S : mGEO S/S aGEO S/S 
Masses Related to Interorbit Transportation
 
AVLCT/VJ
 
e

-aLCT 

= XLCT (aLCT MCREW
 
mLCT PROP - LCT - (aLCT - 1)(1 - XLCT)
 
- XLCT)
MLMLC T mLCT PROPXC(1 

PP mLCT PROP TCONST GEO
 
MLCT PROP TROT
 
'AVAIs/VJAIs
 
AIS e
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MAI^ = 
H-P,,? flEPOt" 
Total ,.:" to LEO 
HupAt 

r 
MLEO = 

LEO Luj&mtr2 Co,;t 
NH 
NH UNITS 

CHLLV 

(trFO S/S T SAT) A (A 5 1) 
PROPAIS 3 NaIS IXAIS) 
MATS PROP '(1
 
AMS
 
LHT + mLOXT NLOX + T MAIS PROP
 
TLHT 1LOXT m IT
 
MFAB + MTELE + MAE PROP + MTUG
 
"
M + MMANIP + MLO S/s + MGEO S'S NS/S RES 
NSLCT MLCT PROP + MAIS PROP + M
+S 
 +
11OLTCREW 
 MpODET
 
MUMAE + MMAE + MIOVP + MTOT SAT 
MLEO 
MP/L 'LOAD
 
NHLLV
 
f
fH LIFE
 
N TCONST LEO TCONST GEO
 
SLEO T + NGEO TROT
T 

SHUTTLE 'SHUTTLE 
NSHUTTLE
 
S LIFE
 
CHLLV NHLLV + CH UNIT NH UNIT 
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CSHUTTLE = CSHUTTLE NSHUTTLE + cS UNIT NS UNIT
 
CLLC = CSHUTTLE + CHLLV
 
Space Station and Assembly Cost
 
CUMAE CFAB NFAB aFAB + CTELE NTELE aTELE + CAE PROP MAE PROP
 
+CTUG NTUG aTUG + CGRD OP NTELE fGRD TCONST LEO
 
CMAE 	 CEVA (NLEO + NGEO) fEVA + CMANIP NMANIP aMANIP +-CLEO S/S 
NLEO S/S LEO S/S + CGEO S/S NGEO S/S aGEO S/S + CS/S RES 
MS/S RES + (NLEO TCONST LEO + NGEO TCONST GEO ) CORBP 
C/s& = 	 CUMAE + CMAE 
LEO-GEO Transporttion Cost
 
CLEO-GEO CLCT aLCT + CAIS aAIS + CLCT PROP MLCT PROP + cAIS PROP 
m+C a +c MLH a + c MLOX 
MAIS PROP + CCREW aCREW + LHT - aLHT CLOXT v 
TLhT LOXT 
aLOXT + CIT MAIS PROP aIT 
fIT 
NOTE: The ratios .MLH/fLHTS MLOX/fLOXT and MAIS PROP/fIT are integers 
rounded up. 
Satellite Procurement Cost 
CANT = CPD PANT + CpCE PPCE + CWG PDC-RF cDC-RF PDC-RF 
+ cST PANT 
IUIWRODUCIBIfY OF THE
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0SAT CSAS B + CSAC AC CSTC STC + CSTNC NSTNC +CSTCM 
MSTCM CANT CMISC MMISC
- ' 
Groimd aS';tkn Cost
 
C"Gi STAT RE PRFI.DC + CSTRUCT PRF-DC + CINTERF PINTERF-
+ CPC 	PRF-DC
 
Total 	Urit Production Cost 
C 	 C + C + C +CLLC + 0LEQ-GEO + S/S&A + CSAT + GRD STAT 
'D&fiiinrs,of Unit Production Cost Model Variables 
Following is a listing of the definitions of the variables used 
in the init production cost model, in the order of their initial appear­
anca in thmnndl. 
4 = 	 area of solar blanket (km2 
PIN power input to the solar array (kl);
 
PIN = 	POUT 
where POUT 	 power output at the rectenna busbar 
(kW; beginning of life, b.o.l.) 
= system efficiency chain (i.e, the products of the 
,efficiencie5 of all of the system components); 
nSC nSAPD "ANT4INT 'ANT PD nC-RF nPC "ION PROP 
"ATM PROP nBC nRF-DC nRECT PD
 
where: 
nC = 	solar cell efficiency (at given conrentration
 
ratio, b.oA.j
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nSAPD = solar array.power distribution efficiency 
"ANT-INT antennainterface efficiency 
nANT PD = antenna power distribution efficiency 
nDC-RF = dc-rf converter efficiency 
,'PC phase control efficiency 
nION PROP ionospheric propagation efficiency 
nATM PROP - atmospheric propagation efficiency, 
nBC - beam collection efficiency 
IRF-DC - rf-dc converter efficiency 
RECT PD. rectenna power distribution efficiency (including 
utility interface) 
PF = ratio of area of solar cells to area of blanket of 
the current configuration solar blanket (i.e., decimal 
fraction of total blanket area that is solar cells) 
F = 3 2solar flux constant (1353 x 10 kW/km2) 
neff - effective concentration ratio 
MSAB = total mass of the solar blanket (kg) 
mSAB specific mass of the solar blanket .(kg/km2) 
AC area of solar concentrator as seen by the sun 2(km 
104
 
efficiency of the concentrator
ThONC 
ISAC total mass of the solar concentrator (kg) 
specific mass of the solar concentrator (kg/km2)"SAC 
MT total mass of the conducting structure (kg) 
mSTC ratio of conducting structure Tass to solar array 
area as seen by the sun (kg/kmC) 
ISYNC total mass of nonconducting structure (kg) 
ratio of nonconducting structure mass to solar array 
area as seen by the sun (kg/km2) 
MSTIC = total mass of the central mast (kg) 
MS~= specific mass of the central mast (kg/km)
 
rA the aspect ratio of a solar array (length/width)
 
rL factor (>1) to allow for antenna clearthce(distance
 
between solar arrays divided by the diameter of the 
-antenna) 
DANT = diameter of the transmitting antenna (km) 
MANTS = total mass of the antenna structure (kg) 
mANTS = specific mass of the antenna structure (kg/kW) 
PANT = power input to the antenna (kW); 
PANT =OUT 
ARECT PD nRF-DC n8C "ATM PROP "!ON PROP "PC .nDC-RF "ANT PD 
R DUIB I "OF TH 
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MDC.RF 	 total mass of the dc-rf converters.(kg)
 
MDC-RF specific mass of the dc-rf converters (kg/kW)
 
PDC-RF = power input to the dc-rf converters (kW);
 
• POUT
 
PDC-RF nRECT PD nRF-DC nBC "ATM PROP "ION PROP "PC nDC-RF
 
MWG total mass of"the'waveguides (kg)
 
mWG specific mass of the waveguides (kg/kW)
 
MANT.INT ' total mass of the antenna interface (kg)
 
mANT.INT = specific mass of the antenna interface (kg/kW)
 
PANT-INT = power input to the antenna interface (kW);
 
POUT
 
2ANT-INT 	 nRECT PD nRF-DC nBC nATM PROP nION PROP npC nCC-RF nANT PD nANT-INT
 
MPCE 	 total mass of the phase control electronics (kg)
 
mpcE 	 specific mass of the phase control electronics (kg/kW)
 
PPCE 	 power input to the phase control electronips kW);
POUT
 
PPCE nRECT PD nRF-DC nBC nATM PROP "ION PROP "PC
 
MANT total mass of the antenna (kg)
 
MTOT SAT = total mass of,an operational satellite
 
MMISC total mass of'miscellaneous equipment'(kg)
 
S 	 : percentage of total satellite mass to be assembled'
 
by man (input)
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N total mass of satellite to be constructed by'on-orbit
 
MMANNED personnel (kg)
 
total mass of satellite to be constructed by remote
control (kg)
 
total man-days of construction time 
RA rate of manned assembly (kg/man-day) 
TREMOTE = total machine-days of construction time 
RREMOTE = rate of remote-controlled assembly (kg/machine-day) 
number on-orbit personnel
 
factor to account for downtime of teleoperators (i.e.,
fTELE AV 
 the percentage of the time they are available)
 
fy = factorto account for percentage of time that
 
teleoperators can be doing useful work
 
LEO total construction time in low earth orbit (days)
CONSTLE
 
M= factor of productivity account for operations in
 
space (productive time/total work time)
 
fs= number of shifts per day 
NTELE number of on-orbit teleoperators 
NFAB = total number of fabrication modules 
Throughout this cost model numbers of items wnich must be integers
 
are taken as integer values rounded high (e.g, 2.3 becomes 3)
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RFAB = rate of fabrication of modules-(.kg/days) 
FAB = factor to account for fabrication module downtime (i.6., the percentage of the time the units are 
available) 
MFAB total mass of the fabrication uniti (kg) 
mFAB = mass of a single fabrication module (kg) 
aA amortization factor for fabrication module (Note:Alluni amoritzation factors = TCONST LEO/design life of 
unit.) 
MTELE total mass of the teleoperator units (kg) 
mTELE = mass of a single teleoperator (kg)­
aTELE = - amortization factor for teleoperators 
U= total mass of the LEO support tugs (kg) 
mTUG mass of a single LEO support.tug (kg) 
aTUG - amortization factor for LEO support tugs 
MEVA =. total mass of extra-vehicular activity (EVA) units (kg) 
mEVA mass of single EVA unit (kg) 
NGEO =. total number of geosynchronous personnel (input) 
fEVA factor to account for whether or not EVA units must 
betailored to individuals or can be used repetitively 
and for how long 
MMANIP - total mass of the manned manipulator units (kg) 
108 
MANIP mass of single manned manipulator unit (kg) 
MANIP = amortization factor for manned manipulators 
MLEO S/S = total mass of the low earth orbit space stations (kg) 
mLEO'S = mass of a single LEO station (kg) 
aLEO S/S amortization factor for LEO space stations 
MAE PROP total mass of the assembly equipment propellant (kg) 
fAE PROP = factor used to estimate propellant requirements 
MS!S RES 
E 
S/S RES 
total mass of the space station resupply (kg) 
factor used to.estimate space station-resupply 
requirements (kg/man/day) 
TCONST O = total construction time at geosynchronous orbit (days) 
NCREW total mass of crew modules (kg) 
mCREW = mass of a single crew module (kg) 
aCREW = amortization factor of crew module 
MGEO S/S = total mass of geosynchronous space stations (kg) 
mGEO S/S mass-of a singl'e geosynchronous space station(kg) 
aGEO S/S amortization factor for GEO space stations 
aLCT ratio of total initial-to-final mass of the large 
cryo tug plus crew module 
RSPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
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A= total LEO-GEO mission AV (m/sec) (Note: Accounts
LCT for a two-way trip as well as maneuvering and
 
rendezvous.)
 
V = rocket exhaust jet velocity (m/sec)
3
LCTI 
InLC PROP = mass of cryo propellants required for one round-tripto GEO (kg)
 
XLCT = propellant mass-fraction of the cryo tug 
a'LCT ratio of total initial-to-final mass of the cryo tug-
and crew module
 
MLCT = mass of the large cryo tug (dry)(kg) 
mLCT PROP mass of propellant for one large cryo tug trip to
 
geosynchronous orbit (kg)
 
MLCT PROP total mass of cryo propellants used during the construc­-
tion of one SSPS (kg)
 
TROT time period between crew rotations (days)
 
aAIS , ratio of total initial-to-final mass of the advanced ion
 
stage and payload
 
Atotal LEO-GEO mission AV of the ion stage (m/sec)'
 
AVAIs (Note: Accounts for a two-way trip as well as
 
maneuvering.)
 
VJAIs exhaust jet velocity of the ion stage (m/sec)
 
MAIS PROP total mass of ion propellant (kg)
 
-
-
XAIS propellant mass-fraction of the ion stage
-
MAIS = total-mass of the ion stage (dry)(kg) 
IPRODUOIBILITY OF THI 
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MPROP DEPOT : total mass of the tanks used as a propellant depot 
in low earth orbit (kg) 
mHT = mass of a single liquid hydrogen tank (kg) 
MLH = total mass of liquid hydrogen to be stored 
(MLH = [1/7] MLCT PROP) 
fHT -capacity of a liquid hydrogen storage tank (kg) 
mLOXT mass of a single liquid oxygen storage tank (kg) 
M1LO X total mass of liquid oxy 3en to be stored(MLoX = [6/7] MLCT PROP 
fLOXT capacity of a liquid oxygen storage tank (kg) (Note: 
The estimate of storage for cryo propellants is based 
on the total amount needed for the construction of one 
SSPS being stored at one time; this need not be true.) 
mIT mass of a single ion propellant storage tank (kg) 
fIT capacity of a single ion propellant storage tank (kg) 
MUMAE total mass of unmanned assembly equipment (kg) 
MIAE = total mass of the manned assembly equipment (kg) 
MIOVP = total mass of the inter-orbit vehicles and propellants'(kg) 
MLE0 total mass launched to low earth orbit for the cbnstruc­
tion of one SSPS (kg) 
NHLLV total number of heavy lift launch vehicle flights 
MP/L = thepayload to LEO of an HLLV (kg) 
-Ill
 
fLOAD 	 average load factor for an HLLY (what percentage of
 
payload is used)
 
NH UNITS = 	number of HLLV units acquired for the construction
 
of one SSPS*
 
fH LIFE 	 number of flights for which HLLV designed
-
NSHUTTLE' total number of-shuttle flights,
 
fs LIFE '.number of flights-for which shuttle designed
 
fSHUTTLE number of personnel that can be carried per-shuttle
flight
 
NS-UNITS total number of-shuttles acquired
 
C= total cost of HLLV activity Cs)
 
CHLLV = cost per HLLV flight (operations) C$)
 
CH UNIT = cost per HLLV unit C$)
 
CSHUTTLE = total cost of shuttle activity ()
 
CSHUTTLE = cost-per shuttle flight (operations) C$)
 
cS UNIT cost per shuttle unit ($)
-
CLLC 	 total low earth orbit launch cost ($)
 
This value is,not taken to be an integer as one HLLV may service
 
several payloads.

** 
This value isnot taken to be an integer as one shuttle may service
 
several payloads.
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CUMAE total cost of unmanned assembly equipment ($) 
CFAB unit cost of fabrihation module ($) 
CTELE = unit cost of teleoperator (s) 
CAE PROP specific cost of assembly equipment propellant ($/kg) 
tTUG = unit cost of LEO support tug ($) 
CGRD O = cost per ground operator (for teleoperators) C$) 
fGRD = number of shifts of ground operators' 
CMAE = total cost of manned assembly equipment ($) 
CEVA = unit cost of EVA equipment ($) 
CMANI P unit cost of manned manipulator ($) 
CLEO S/ = unit cost of LEO space station C$) 
CGEO S = unit cost of GEO space stations ( 
CS/S RES specific cost of space station resupply ($/kg) 
CORBP = individual cost of on-orbit personnel ($/day/person) 
-Cs/s&A = total cost of space stations and assembly for one 
SSPS () 
CLEOGEO = total cost of LEO-GEO transportation ($) 
CLCT unit cost of large cryo tug CS) 
UyPFoDIIBLTYh OF 
THE 
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aLCT = amortization factor of cryo tug 
CAIs unit cost of advanced ion stage ($)(Note: 
 Inthis model there is no connection between 
the sizing used for mass estimation purposes [of the 
cryo tug and the ion stage] and the unit cost.) 
aA s = amortization factor of the ion stage 
CLCT PROP = specific cost of cryo tug propellant ($/kg) 
=CAIS PROP specific cost of ion propellants ($/kg)
 
CCREW = unit cost of crew module C$)
 
CLU T = unit cost of liquid hydrogen storage tank ($)
 
aLHT = amortization factor for liquid hydrogen storage tank
 
CLOXT = unit cost of liquid oxygen storage tank ($)
 
aLOXT = amortization factor of liquid oxygen storage tank
 
CIT - unit cost of ion propellant storage tank ($)
 
at=- amortization factor of ion propellant storage tank
 
CANT = total procurement cost of the transmitting antenna C$)
 
cPD = specific cost of antenna power distribution ($/kW)
 
CPCE = specific cost of phase control ($/kW)
 
CWG specific cost of waveguide ($/kW)
 
REpRoDUJOCBhLYOF THM
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CDC-RF = specific cost of dc-rf converters ($/kW) 
CST = specific cost of antenna structure ($/kW) 
CSAT = total procurement cost of an operational satellite ($) 
CSAB = specific cost of solar array blanket C$/km2) 
C = specific cost of solar concentrator ($/km2-) 
CSTC = specific cost of conducting structure ($/kg) 
CSTNC = specific cost of nonconducting structure ($/kg) 
CSTCM = specific cost of central mass ($/kg) 
cMISC = specific cost of miscellaneous equipment ($/kg) 
CGRD STAT total procurement cost of the ground station ($) 
cRE = specific cost of real estate and site preparation ($/kW) 
CSTRUCT specific cost of rectenna structure ($/kW) 
CRFD C = specific cost of rf-dc converters ($/kW) 
CINTERF = specific cost of the power interface ($/kW) 
CpC = specific cost of phase front control ($/kW) 
PRF-DC = power input into the rf-dc converters (kW); 
RF-DC =OUT 
nRECT PD 'RF-DC 
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PINTERF = power input into utility interface (kW); 
RPOUT
 
PINTERF -"RECT PD
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APPENDIX B
 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COST MODEL
 
The following is a listing of the equations incorporated in
 
the Operation and Maintenance Cost Model. (A description of the cost
 
model is found in Section 2.2).
 
Launch Facility O&M
 
CLVF O&M = O&M FLTS (CHLLV I aHLLV CH UNIT + cAIS FLT 
+ CAISZaAIS) + NLFP fLFP 
Ground Station O&M 
CGST O&M = fGRD EQUIP CGRD STAT + NGST P CGST P 
Space Station and Support O&M
 
C\CROT = fCROT +
SHUTTLE + aSHUTTLE Cs UNIT CTUG OPS
 
+CTUG aTUG + CCREW REF + CCREW aCREW)
 
aS/S MGEO S/S
CS/S &M O&M (CGEO S/S + CGEO TRANSP) 
CS/S EQUIP aS/S EQUIP (NO&M MANIP mO&N MANIP cGEO TRANSP
 
+ NO&M MANIP CO&M MANIP)
 
CS/S MC fS/S MC P
 
Satellite O&M 
n 
CSAT O&M > CSAT COMPi-
i1=i
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Definitidns of O&M Cost Model Variabloz
 
Following is a listing of the definitions of the variables
 
used in the Operation and Maintenance Cost Model, in the order of
 
their appearance inthe model.
 
CLVF O&M total annual cost of launch 
facility O&M ($/yr) 
NO&M FLTS total number of flights per year 
to resupply the maintenahce 
space station & the manned 
manipulators (input) (l/yr) 
CHLLV 
aHLLV = 
cost per HLLV flight (operations) 
() 
amortization factor for the HLLV 
(aHLLV = 1/total number of design 
life flights per vehicle) 
CH UNIT unit cost of HLLV Cs) 
CAIS FLT = cost per AIS flight (opera'ions) () 
CAIS2 unit cost of AIS for O&M flights ($) 
aAIS amortization factor for the AIS 
NLFP 
fLFP 
= 
-
total number of launch facility mission 
control personnel (input) 
cost per person for launch facility 
mission control personnel ($/yr) 
CGST O&M total annual cost of ground station 
O&M ($/yr) 
fGRD EQUIP = assumed annual (fractional) rate of 
ground equipment replacement 
118 
CGRD STAT total procurement cost of the ground 
station (output value of unit produc­
tion cost model) ($) 
NGST P = total number of ground station O&M 
personnel (input) 
CGST P 
CCROT 
fCROT 
CSHUTTLE 
aSHUTTLE 
= 
= 
= 
cost per person for ground station 
O&M personnel_($/yr) 
total annual cost of crew rotation 
(on-orbit O&M personnel) ($Iyr) 
number of crew rotation flights per 
year (no./yr) 
cost per shuttle flight (operations) 
() 
amortization factor for shuttle 
cS UNIT unit cost of shuttle ($) 
CTUG OPS = cost per tug flight (operations) ($) 
cTUG unit cost of tug ($) 
aTUG = amortization factor for tug 
CCREW REF 
CCREW = 
cost of crew module refurbishment per 
flight ($) 
unit cost of crew module 
aCREW amortization factor of crew module 
CS/S O&M 
as/s O&M 
total annual cost of space station 
& support O&M ($/yr) 
amortization factor of O&M space station 
(fraction reflecting number of stations 
used per yQis (I/design lifv of space 
station) 
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CGEO SYS 
MGEO S/S 
cGEO TRANSP 
. 
unit cost of GEO space station 
($) 
mass of a single GEO space station 
.(kg) 
specific cost of transportation 
to GEO ($/kg) 
CS/S EQUIP : total annual cost of maintenance 
support equipment ($/yr) 
aS/S EQUIP = amortization factor for manipulators 
NO&M MANIP = total number of O&M manipulators 
mO&M MANIP - mass of a single O&M manipulator (kg) 
CO&M MANIP cost of a single O&M manipulator ($j 
CS/S MC 
eS/S MC 
= total annual cost of the space station 
mission,control ($/yr) 
specific cost of the mission control 
-facility ($/kW/yr) 
P 
CSAT O&M 
CSAT COMP. 
= power output at the rectenna busbar 
(beginning of life) (kW) 
= total annual cost of satellite O&M 
($/yr) 
= total annual cost of replacing the failed 
units of the itLh satellite component 
(see Table C.3) ($/yr) 
CSAT COMP i = fSAT COMP i SAT COMP i 
(CCOMP PROCi + CGEO TRANSP 
cO&M ASSYi); aIpRoDUC IBLITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE ISPOOR 
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SAT COMP, the rate of replacement of units of 
satellite component i (ilyr) 
SAT COMPi = the mass of the lowest replaceableunit of satellite component i (kg) 
CCOMP PROCi = the procurement cost of the lowest 
replaceable unit of satellite 
component 1' ($/kg) 
CGEO TRANSP specific cost of transportation to 
geosynchronous orbit ($/kg) 
CO&M ASSY i speci'fic cost of assembly for a unit 
of satellite component i ($/kg) 
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APPENDIX C
 
THE CURRENT STATE-OF-KNOWLEDGE
 
The current state-of-knowledge relative to the current con­
figuration SSPS is reflected by the ranges of input variables to the
 
risk analysis model. These ranges have been subjectively assessed
 
and are given in Table C.l for the unit production costs and in
 
Tables C.2 and C.3 for the operationand maintenance costs.
 
The sources for these input data include one report prepared
 
by Grumman Aerospace Corp. (A.Nathan, "Space-Based Solar Power Conver­
sion and Delivery Systems [Study]--Engineering Data Compliation," Octo­
ber 13, 1975) and two reports prepared by Raytheon Co. ("Space-Based

Solar Power Conversion and Delivery System Study--Microwave Power
 
Generation, Transmission and Reception," October 31, 1975, and "Micro­
wave Power Transmission System Studies," Volumes IIand IV,December
 
1975).
 
Inaddition, several meetings with Rudy Adornato and C. All.an
 
Nathan of Grumman Aerospace were conducted to review and update these
 
data, and Owen Maynard of Raytheon Co. was consulted on several
 
occasions concerning the microwave portions of the system.
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'ABLE C.) UglT POODUCTION COST 0DEL :$PUT VALUES 
RINGSOF VALUES 
BEST MSTLIKEY WORST 
l5.20o1
Pa$, Outtut at t, gotsbar(toll I P j 
rc~n ;02 jtso .509pacing facto, of the Solar,Ak. 
Effrecting ¢oC.flCltto. Ratio Frati*. nef 2.0 2.0 2.0
 
Solar Call Efficiency (bol) Fraction I, 0 1440 0.1293 0.1019 
Solar Array ?owe Oittribvtion Efftciancy Fraction Is i 0.95 3.93 0.92 
Ant.oc Interface Effic'ecy reaction NT-I 0.9 0.9 Q.%7 
A.ieade Power Oitrl"butio Efficiency Fractio. 1fT g0 0.97 0.35 0.98 
DC-RF COn'artar Efficiency Fractid o -q 0.90 05.87 0.85 
Phase Control EffcitnY Fraction Op 0.97 0.95 0.95 
lonoeaelc Peopeq9toA t'ficiency Fractin 'al O I' 1.00 l.00 1,00 
.ri *r.tln )P 0.99 
SeaI 011lec1Io. tfflciecy Factio n 0.9$ Q.925 0.90 
AF-OC Converter Efficiency Fraction 11 .oc 0.90 0.57 1.84 
Rectanna Power Ostrilbation Efficiency Fraction Pa) 0.95 0.94 0.93 
specific tais of thesale, 	 kgin2 262a104 toi o S25xlo 
Ate,,o *robao4ia Iffcienlcy ATM 0.99 	 0.99 
F;ake ls 
aEfficiency Of the Solar Concentr tor 	 'rr-ctid, 0. 0 0.5 0.80 
Specific HilS of the Solar Cancent lr 	 k/t Ar 39020 59340 79120 
kqtC . 
Ratio. Conducting ttruct. :lais in Afray Area /a .',T- 41.0 4600 logo 
2 

4&,10 iO.oatfd.5trqct..4ess to Ar ay Area 	 kt'hON .c 14200 38000 41800
9

specific 11, of :n'cIt1, 	 'atal 43970 4685 53740 
aspect at10 if SoIr Arr4y 	 * 1.., 
Antansal Cleerinc, 	 Fraction r * 5 
011ee,111nIt T.icltmcg Ansanne 'an DA 	 0.83 
t 

5pctfic 4ats Of AnAenna Structure 	 Ts m .0891 0.0980
/k, 	 ,oaod 

0 
Specific .4fas of OC.4F Converters k C.o F 0245 0,2771 0.4544 
Specific .aSS of W4veuaqiane j 2.2473 B 27&8 E.496o oG 
Specific 4ess Of Anten eaitrfacek, 3 3171 0.0110 0.0380 
k
 
.	 ,t.:I
t 

Soc.rn 4As of Phate r.n.ril E!etrsnict aqa4 1-rr .30160 317R 0.0356 
'li iS'it'4s*I ~ j01' - io10 
° 

Petcnnsaqe of S.tllite tstcleo A I...Ion * 3.20 3 A I .5o 
gate of alante Assembly kq/34y A'ANEO ?54 10 s0 
data of enote Asa1l 02? ~ j 1000 48 
i 	 CTel 
 ITotal Construct non 	 a's 0S "30
 
Shift factor 	 tIj/ F, . 
Perootl Productivity 4CcoP FraCif.n 	 J O.3.1io.0 
. TrActn 	 0.85
j..... e.a.. y .t, .	 O 
t
 
'elnpoert,. acre acti, 	 Fract-fln I- 50 -3 0.20)so 

',kr1c3tionlate of uo lue "s 35. 3;00 
 2250 
tAbrICAtOc ndul .A.. ilittyFator 	 "3 )i.' 3. Z3 4.10 
a1"nq. n .. ;cttO .......... . P.....t..t I 're t 	 a.Io
 
,
Jf~u~itaf.,b,11lt, Factr ,., 0 9 0 
OF THEgFRPRODUCIBILITy 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS FOOj 
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TABLEC.1 UNIT PRO UCTION COSTMGM IPUT VALUES.COoT0. 
ANGE OF VALUES 
INPUTELEMNT LITS VARIABLE 
MK WEST PIOSTLIKELY SRST 
Nuater of Personnel Per LEO Space StWtlol Nubter FLEO SYS 12 
Falrlcatlon Module unit Halt k9g 'FAB i5m 4540 s0o 
Telop*ratot UnI Mass k9 TELE so50O 250 
LEO Suoport Tug Unit Ras Iq 'TUG soC 1364 1000 
EVA Equipment Unit Mass kg otyi 68 90 135 
EVA Unit Use Factor '0:tclEVA 0.40 0.30 0.20 
manipulator Unit 'das kg .,AuIP SYS 2940 3600 
LEO Space Station Unit Mast k9 
5tO SiS 80100 I 0103 
Assembly Equip Prooeliant Estiation Facror Fraction fat PqOP 0.0? 0.02 0.05 
Space Station Sas9ooly Estlmation Factor k/alfn/davis,$*SE TO 
Crav'modulo unit massg lCREW2xI 3 13xl03 I~xlo4 
'LQ space SlIton-pniz mail kg moo SYS J0tx03 ox1o ?6xlO3 
LCTtotal LIO-EO misston AV mC/sc IVLCT 8534 
LCT Rocket Exhaust Jet Velocity .116C Vj,-CT 4si& 
L O1e itI . *rracO rsirAction'LT * 0.90 
Cram Rotation Period Days IOs 0T 
AIS Total LEO-OtO Mission -'V "Ims.c WvA S 9734 
405 rsneus, Jet OVlocicy Wsf I Ill 47315 
AIS Olopqillant h4SS-Fra¢tIaA FraYtfoe Ills ,3.3 
Liquid Hydrogen 'Sorage TankUnit MasftT kg 3910 
Liquid Hydrolon Storage Tank Capacity so CRT 72010 
Liquid Oxygen Storage Tank Unit '1asi i 4LOXT 39TV 
Liquid Oxygen atOrag Tank Capacity kg CLOX T 720900 
IonPronellant Storaqe Tank Matl 9105 
TonProoellant Storage Tank Capacity 20900 
HLLV Payloiadto LEO it 4,11 181.103 
"iLLYAverage Loid Factor Frat'ion '.2 IO .* 90 0,7 
HLLV Turnaround Time T Is 
ONAer of Persornel Par Shuttla Cliqlt Runber 'HUtTLE 4O 40 t2 
Shuttle Tufnaround like AYS IS TURN 1 
Launch Cost Per HtLl Ine LV Was 9.105 20xO6 
hLLY Unit Cost I .I UNIT 35Ol05 420*50 60xl06 
Launch Cosi Per Shuttle Flight 5 C.TILS 11.106 2x105 20x100 
Shuttle Unit Colt I CS 141T 19O.10 20005 2O.O6 
FtnbicetloA Module Unit Cos I CFAD 1ld0
1 12xlO 6 20XIO 
Fabicatlio Module ACotllaslon Factor Fraction 'FAB 0.2 
leeopaerater Unit cost I TELE 2.3)iO ,*5j5.x 
Tlooper tor Aortistion Factor Fractioni ITELE 112 
Assemoly Equipment Propellant Soecific Cost $lg 0s! ! O0 33 
LEO Support fu Unt edIt vUp 2.lel' 25,5O 6 1 
LEO $1 rt0....Tug Amrtigctton Factor I..-... _.2 1 , _ 
pftoPU6]BflMy OFuThu 
O)RIetINAL Pat is MEdB 
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TAL CAtWIT t0OCT01 COSTMoll. IhAJYVALUES,CoiT-0. 
RANGEOFVALUES 
UNITS VARIABLE 37 istILT 115IIFW $CT MASS SE31T MOSTLIKELY WM 
aGO______G.cUn ........
"lUob*, of Shifts far Oortr 
$ CEVA i.SlOE 201500x 
Manipulator Unit Cott S. 
0
q- [- j.7jjw- 30.Oxf0 EVA0£qlpnSAn Unit Cost 

'jnpltrAmotls,tiot, F~~rFraction ,AqfP-- 0.2 
I CLEO S/.S F s:ic 361ilOS 720x06 
LEO SpCOi Station AaortllatiOo Factor FrictiOn Ito SIS 0.2 
0 6 5 
LEO S ", Station Unit cost 

G00 so,. station Unit Ott S c / S 56 0i isdO0 360.10
EO 5Sopa.St t on 4AorIsatton Fato FracIo .o 
Space s taon AeiuDOI y Spec if ic Cost I0 IssRE 5.6 1o.0 10.0 
LCT Unit Cost C.y .__1%X106 25*1 
'CT A*tliattn FactorIwa 
AIS UnIt Cott s sOda
6 
" 
0 0 e t
Alt A.art.sato ;actor s 
cLcr PROP 
ion Propellant Specific Cost " S -Rog 0.3. 
Cre. 4gl.i Unit Cost CRW lxO23I6 4.5 
CryO tug Propellant 'p.clic Cos ', 0.55
 
tru. nodule *oortiiit'o Fector Fr'cOlin 
. 
Liquid nydroge. Stqrye T,, unintCost $ t'r 12106 20.1:sxIo " 
(bu1tc O.yqn Storae Tank Unit Cost $ q I*OIS" ISAIG5 20.1 36 
ton orcoollAt Storage rant Unit Cost S C.. 
Liquid AydfoG.n Tels Am4ercstiom Factor Friaiton 4 HT .*.57 1.0 1.3 
ticlqd Oayg.n 'nk A.orist ion ctor TrjcttOti **ocoI 0.rc 0 1.5 
Ion Propeilnt Tank 3l1orttition rac:or ittC-to l[. 1.67 1.0 I 5 
Antennt goner OsStrpbutlon 3oeclfic rost 11kW C.U 9.72 I0.z0 21.30
 
ph'$. control Specific (olt $/k t T6.3 13 70 37,l 
"4ve9deSp4 ctfic Cost-- kv cl 1.12 8. o Mio 
X-F Converter Specific Cost S/kd 1.b7 16.30 32.5 
Solar rr5 Blanket spacufi Cnst S/k, 1, 5'.:01.10 I52o1 1

Suitr 4,,., Coulc.ntr,,SVc Colt-
 1f c'.'. oa.l0' :Z.37i0 6.2z2,5 
.....tono.c...tcu. So' c it0i
 
Central Rest Specific Cost S1.0 
 91) M. 
3 6Secfic Cost'Rj
NItilInhtOutEqip.. I B ,~22 
.,lE.3 Mtn5 c.2'
I.ttnme Sit. Soacific ,A /kW
flontp Struct.,reBoat.C Cos i"1 
4F.)C tovertt P#cic'l1 Colt 3];0W nZ '0 24.,1 
Scatt t 44.21UIic B B8.47 OFT 
OF THE3E2R0DU0$11"jY
OntidINAL PAGE IS POOR 
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TABLEc.2 LAUNCH FACILITY GROUNDSTATION, AND SPACESTATION ow INPUT VALUES 
INPUT ELEMENT uNITS VARIAILE RANGEOF VALUFS 
NAME MiINIUM MOST LIKELY MAXIMUM 
Number Of O&M EasuPoly Flightt Per Yeer Numbor o FTS I I I
 
Cost Per NLLV Flight $£LLV 8.106 T9X106 20z10 
Aortlston Factor for the HLLV Fraction AVLLV .01 .01 ,01 
Unit Cott Of HLLV S CN Ii x10 5 400x106 01O&66-

Colt Per AS Flight S !IS F- *140S lxI05 lx13 
Unit Cost of ABS for 010 flights S C4IS2 23x0C 23xTO Zx0 
Amortitetiom Factor for the A S Fraction AIls O.ZO 0.20 0.20 
total 4uausro Personnel humber 320 3Z0 120 Lauocf ?111.n Control 
 LIP 
Cost Pe. Parton - LaunCh 4issfon Control Sly, ILFP 43,750 43,790 43,750 
Percentage Rat. of Ground ELtoslaaet Replacement Fracton Ia OEQUIP ' .0 1 .01 
Procurement COat of Ground Station S C0CA STAT (inputFrom Unit Production Cost Hodi4 
Total umber of Ground Station 018 Personnel .lumber HNrsfp 60 60 53 
Cost Per Person - Ground Station O&H S/yr CUST P 60103 6010. 60,10 
Cre. Rotation Rate 4/Year f OT 4 4 ! 4 
Cost Per Shuttle Flight s CSHUtTLE ltxlO , 1 20,10O 
Aeortislacio Factor for Shuttle FPact o a3W'JTTt 0.01 0.01 0,01 
unit Cost Of Shuttle S Is at? 19s1o 19Ouoo 19O.LOR 
Colt Per Tig Ft 91.0 S TU is.,~ 1 .10106 t.10 
'alt cost atTug . S cTUG B x0 1.0 0 25*O 
Amortzaution Factor for Tug 
Colt of Crow Modul.eRefurtishlmene 
Friction 
5 _.!RT q l 
.0GO5 
1.1 
0 6  0.05 
ISIO 
6 0.05 
1,10 
Unit Cost of S ¢ E iroxoulf18.106 3XIO 6 40.106 
Ainortsation tctor of ¢rl. 4odult Frct-'on -1,- 0.00 0.01 0.01 
ARrt4tlon factor of O4 S ace Station Fraction AS/S G1l 0.10 0.10 0.10 
' 
HasS Of CIO SPIP4CIIS ll kq X,GE SIS 76910 76iTOT- 75 
. 
10 
Soecific Cost Of transportation to E ' sla CrO TA'ASP , 106 001 106 
Aatrtil4io. fatsr f., M lPeorcton tIS EQUIP 0110 0.10 0,10 
Foit 4.01b MAU(P *0 . 60 so 
4ets f 030 5lnolator 18 O.[ i12 182 182 
Unit cost of O&M4anfoolator S COSS MANIP .1006 S010 8.u00 
Specific cost Of losion Control facilty 1 , 
Power Ouetut it AeCtenga Bunbar (501iw j A 
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Table C,3 S6tefllita OW 1put Values 
'FAILURE LAU - LRU PRO- 6EO ThArISP ASSEMSBLY 
AIJ4TEUANCE ELEMENT RATE. X MS CUREMENT SPECIFIC SPECIFIC 
(l/MBFyr'l) CST ($/kg) COST (S/kg) COST (S/kg) 
Solar Blaoket 2.6XIC "4  S7,900 190 106 132 
Solar Concentrator <2.4x1O" 7.631 5S 106 132 
Nonconductng Structure
 
usses 10"9 Z6,000 81 106 19I 
Switches 10"7 97,484 190 10 132 
4st 3g1o2 as,000 81 106 191 
Mtcrowan Tube L.1xlD" 3,017 226 186 132 
Power Distribution 3xiO 3,017 236 106 132 
Command Electronics [O.IS/Y2ar] 467 43,78 106 132 
Antqnna (Excluding Tubesj 3%10-2 3,107 236 106 132 
Antena Structure - ­
" 
Contour Control 1.2SxlO 22 1 106 132 " 
Rotary Jo it Slip Ring: 
106 132
 
- drusa 10 Yb 
* Sio Ring 101 63 106 106 132 
Rotary Olnt Drive: 
" 
notor/Gears l 1.367 98 106 132 
- 1imb 1,086 
Control System: 
- Actuators 3.8x10 "3  203 7,500 I06 132 
- Propellant 24,000 0.33 I06 ­
tAnnjal Consumption) 
* LRU Lowest' Replaceable Unit 
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APPENDIX D
 
ESTABLISHING UNCERTAINTY PROFILES
 
The purpose of this Appendix is to describe a methodologyfor
 
establishing uncertainty profiles. The methodology is illustrated in
 
Figure D.l.
 
The first step isto establish the range of uncertainty.
 
-The range isbased upon knowledgeable persons assessing what can go
 
right and what can go wrong. The range is then divided into five
 
equal intervals (ithas been found that it-is difficult to "think" in
 
terms of more than five or six intervals). The second step is to per­
form a relative ranking of the likelihood of the variable falling into
 
each of the intervals. Once this has been accomplished, the general
 
shape (skewed left, skewed right, central, etc.) of the uncertainty
 
profile has been established. The third step is to establish relative
 
values of the chance of falling into each of the intervals. For example,
 
Inthe illustration, the chance of falling into the first interval is
 
estimated to be half as likely as falling into the second interval.
 
This is repeated for each interval relative to the previously considered
 
interval. The last step is to solve the illustrated equation for the
 
quantitative values by substituting the data from the previous step.
 
Itcan be helpful to have a few individuals independently
 
perform the above procedure. Then they can compare their results and
 
make changes accordingly.
 
The proper interpretation of the range isthat there iszero
 
probability that the variable can lie outside the range. Hence,
 
itcan be inferred that there iszero probability that the mini­
mum or maximum values will ever occur or be exceeded.
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1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 
main. max. 
a) Specify Range of Uncertainty 
1000 2000
 
b) Perform Ranking (Qualitative)
 
I N N 
1000 2000
 
cEstablish Relative Values
 
Pl1 + P 2 + PU + P4 + P56.5 
By Substituting f.iom (c) Solve for P values 
1000 2000 
d) Establish QuantitativeValues 
Figure D.1 Methodology for 5stablishing Shape

of Cost UncertainSy Profile (Pdf)
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APPENDIX E
 
STATES-OF-KNOWLEDGE AT DECISION POINTS
 
The states-of-knowledge at the decision points of each al­
terntive program plan have been subjectively assessed and are shown
 
here inTables E.l, E.2 and E.3' The numbers shown represent the­
percent reduction in uncertainty (that is,the range) -ineach variable
 
over the state-of-knowledge today (that is,January , 1977). These
 
improvements in the states-of-knoWlddge derive from work that is
 
scheduled during each branch of the-respective decision trees, The
 
variables for'which a dash is indicated have been treated as deter­
ministic inthe analysis conducted to date. Ithas also been assumed
 
in this analysis that the state-of-knowledge relative to operation and
 
maintenance costs does not change from the present state-of-knowledge
 
until the IOD of the first unit at which time all uncertainty disappears.
 
EPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
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I
CA~t i.i. SEATE.OF.*"CtA AT CECISZOPSf INTS- PROGRARl 
Ilinell aL'c"Y 
Pout, Oglput at the OuSbAe 

5ectkinq Sola, Glaiakat
Factor of thse 
Effctiye qOnCentrttio Ratio 
Solar Call efficiency 
Solar Array Paver Otstrbation Efficiency 
Antenn, Ilterface Efficiency 
Antenna PO,r lstrlbuton Efficiency 
CC-ARFCoAvrte, Efficiency 
Phil* Control Efficloncy 

Atmospeoric Propagation Effiliency 
gin Collection efficiency 
iF-.0ConerIter Efficlency 
acte.n.a Power Distribution Efficiency 
Specific Mass of the Solar Blanket 
Efficiancy of thIO Solar COMCltrator 
Spncfic Mass of the Solar Conr.trato 
Struct. Vass to Array Area 

Specific Vass of Central VASt 

Ratio, os.Conto. 

ASpect Ratio of Solar Array 

Ant.nna CIer11MCe 

Disaster of TrAnssittinq AnteA 

S..eic Hes of Anptnna Structure 
Specific flsaS Of IC-OF ConVerters 
Specific Mass of iilvaquidf$ 
.Pacific Mass of Ante.l Interface 
1kcW 

Specific Mass of Phase Cortrol Electronics 
Percentao of Satelits As.molld by Men 
RiakqoaAI~ay 

Rite Of Remote Asl..bly 

Total COnstru~t(om Tine 

Shift Fector 
Personnl PropdOc1¥ttY Fltor 

TtlteofrltOr AValabtlity FctOr 

Tate..raor V.l FOcto 
FihrfCatlf Rate of Moduls 
Flabriction Module Availability Factor 
Percentage of Personnel Using lanioulatOrS 
4lnloulatol Avilability Factor 

MUrS 
elf 

riaction 

Friction 

...%I.00c
Frcto 
Fraction 
Friction 
Fracttq 
Fracto 

Fract o 

'traction 
Prato 
Fraction 
Fraction 
I
 
q .
 
Friction. 

Ikgfk.,C 
kgfko2 

glas.
 
FraCLiOn 

Fraction 

.
 
lo/kv 

kg/ku 
kq/kM 

kg/ 
kg/k 
Friction 

W/6 

KJJOAY I 

Days I 

l/O@y 

frton 

FrActlg 

Fraction 
kg/DAY 
Friction 

Friction 

FraN on 

INTnE STATE-OF.
 IS75OVERt  

IANCA~ESCEOV RTOCAY, 
VARIABLE 
- MARE 0.P. A D.P'. 5 
9 
P; so too. 
atff 
7AP5 100
1 
4A$T-IUT 75 103
 
'ART 0 is loo
 
C. 75 too
 
Apt 7o W
 
'ATH PROp 100 
Net Coo 
nRF-OC a too 
NE1CT PD 's 100 
MSAB 30 I 
tlf! 3C 
1 0 
- 11 20 TOo 
I 20 fi o 
rA .... 
IL - .. 
AST "-R 
'ANTS 30 100 
OC-QF 0 o0 -
-UG 30 W0 
lt 3 imT0 
0M5T-1liT 30 
'PE 30 100 
O0 103 
AldC0o ?5 70 
70
 
TCON5
 
RR"GT1 21 

t
 
i
s
 
( _ _ in___ 
foTn AV 0At1
 
i
f. 0 
frA I 20 
Y 
f = === = 
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FOINTS. [ (CONTIJUEO) TABLEE. SATE0F-1004LEO3E ATDECISION PROGRM 
IMPOVEENT IN Te STATEp-o 
UT LET ITS VARIALOVER TODAY, 
e aE atp. A o.P. B 
Nuebar of Personnol PN LO SpaceumbSe fLEO /is -. -
Fbrltaclon M.oduleUt als k FAB 25 
Teloomorator Unit Mass AS tELE 25 IO 
LED Support Tug UnIt Mast kg TIG 0 00 
EVA EquIntmetlUi nat. kO E so too 
EVA-Unht Use Factor :rTc.,o r gA 0 
'Anipluitor Unit M4tS AS 'ABIP - 25 
LEO $nac Station UnIt Mass '9 NEO S/S, 2i0 
Assembly Equip. Propellant Estimation factor Fractonl fA PROP 0 | 
$paa stao e iE anttr &S Is-­
' 

tra Isis 
CrewMod.10 Unit 0est q cRE. 2S to0 
0CEO Sale, Station 'nit Mass1 k4 GcO sis 2o o 
ICT Total LiO-GEO Mision AV rn/sac tVa .... 
Lc Rocket Eahetit at Vctocity /s. -JTu 

L11 eropelie~it 'i4ts-rractoh EreCtion I~c 
-T 
Crew Roatiton Period OyS TacT o ]at 
At$ Total LEC-GEO tIssIoN AV a/siC 4V, 1 .. 
AJ$ Ekatist Jet Velocity usc , 
ASSPropellant F55Futo -AA______jractl n 
Liq ild Hydrog enStorage tank U it Mass lg f "? 

Lfiuad hydroge. Starae Tank Caclty kg
 
bLqUl Oxyg , Storage Tank Uni t Ml$ kg W7CE? -.
 
LiqUif Osjge Storage Tank Capcity I0 
ton PT0op.'nt Storage :.nk miss kg -T " 
ton Proollant Storage Tank Capacity ., I - --
MLLY Payload t4 LEO 19 4, tC 
LLV Average Load Factor Fraction 'Ln O Ica 
NtIS turnaround TN -ilIll20s H 
:.umblrof PIrcensI Pr Shntle llih inrber ISHIJTTJL 0 100 
Shit l t u ar.auna Tila "./s TST Rl
 
dL1ci Coe All 5 1j'l;Iat 0 1o 
Launch Call Pr Shratlo Fliht S -­taurtts lao 100 
Shuttle Unit Coat 
- ICO__00 1f 
T4brioAtIon ModuleI URI [Colt S ; Aa 0 100 
4biieation'daule Amorttlitie Iltor I .a --
ttlaserl~Unit Calt -$ E'ruE '0­
rIloO,rACor Anortisitvon Factor ra3c'o CTE 
AssembIy iqlpmqnt Proellant Spie Cos $ cCl room ) -
LEOsupport ru Uatt Colt $ " 0  lO0 
LEOSwoplrt Y-4 .llortflaoA rdpt0 r 
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TARtE STATE-F.gs.EOGE At OCCTSZCNPOMoS - P105=1 I (CCsR:?TCfl(J . 
I.lPROVPENT
14 TNESTATE.OF-
KIZGVLEOGE
OVER TODAY.
 
In0 iLIEC UNITS VARIABLE 
Milt D.P.A D.P. a 
lumber 0f Shifts for Ground Ootertors linhbap fGRO ,- _. 
EVA toulPtant Unit Cost 
lanioulitor Unit Cost j 5 NANI 010 01t 
Manipulator Anort ltson Factor Fraction a 4Af I . 
LEO Space Sttion Unit Cost A ICL o S/ 0 100 
LEO Space Station Amorusaticn Fctor 
Gp Space Station JainCost-
CEO SPaCA ;talof AmortISaon Factor 
space tat". lesoply McIfc Cott 
Fra.tion .E0 
I c 0j FrACtiOn.jAll 
$ CS 
SIS 
/sS 
qW 
S 
Res 0 f 
70 
C 
LIT Unit Cost S CLC! 0 go 
LCT Anartis~tto. Factor Fraction 1,C7 
At$ Unit Cost S CAS 0v 
AIS Alortisatton Fuctor Fracton j arS --
Cryo Tug rnoellant Soecific Colt 
Ion Propellint Specific Cost 
Crew Module As .tsittonFICtor J ractio[ 
fC CT 
c{AIS PROP 
.1. 
_OP 
... 
Liquid Hydrogen Storage Tink Unl CpSt 1 0 :00 
tIQUto n ro n. turiq?acit u Cost "1 0 
1.IUI4 Otygon Star aq tank dnlt Cost S tLOIt O lea 
ion Propellant Storage Tant Unit Cost S 0 100 
LiQuid oydroqenl'enk Arortnsatlon Factor 
Lgiuid 0Yge- A'ortsAtion Factor 
erction 
trecson 
*LHT 
0 
iTc)
tLOXT100O 
!on Propellant Tik A.ortisavt. ratr F¢On IT a 100 
Ancnna Power Onstrlbutlon SPecific Cost S/Vk C 0 2$ I 0 
Phase control Spoecfic Col S k 25 10 
AvuttSpecliccost 
ac-ar ;onUara Spoec1fico$ t 
S54 
j 
G4 25 
s I 10 20 
Antenna Struczsre ipecitlc COst $Sn- Zb "1 0 
Solar ArrIy iialllt ~bt'CCOit j~ s.. a$ m 
o,4r Array Concentrator Speciic Caost 'Ar 2 9 0 
Conducting Stru¢c:re spciic Cost J tJt£ * 
noo.^onductinq StrUCturs Soilfic Colt ; I I 
Central 'ast Sooacfic Cat t1C 20 
Vlscellaneoas Eqcvioplqofltoetc Cost 1 t: t*5 C 26 90 
2.c1ttnf Sit, Soecific Cost vur 4 l 
)eccenna Structi'lenecfic Co,t ii -4 c s2 u,j O j 100 
QF-3CcConvertor ;oectflc Colt S/ki :,r.,c Is______ MC 
Po.? :ntir'SC, Specific cost j S'.O ;......j 5 lo 
'1wls :onsrol iw fc :ItSs :o 
S.1.a .lue ThOan S 
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TAILE.2.STATE-OF-01OWLECGE POINTSPROGRAM
AT ECISION - !I 
IMPROVEMENITIP ThE STATE- OF 
UNITS VARIABLE KWLED51 OVERTODAYI 
RAE .AO.P.3 
- 0JC 
ELEMENTICEPUT 
Power Output at the Stubar kV P
 
Packing, Factor of the SOlir Blanket Friction PF ZO 1O0.
o 
£ffecttve Concentration Ratio Fraction nef 
Solar Cell Efficiency Fraction nsc 4 O 100 
Solar Array Power Oistribution Efficiency Fracti.on SAPo 4 100 I0 
Antena Interface Efficiency Fraction nANT-INT 20 tOo 500 
Antenna Power Distribution Efficiency Fraction nAT Po 40 100 1u 
OC-If Converter Efficiency Fraction Aoi.RF 40 100 10 
Phase Control Efflctncy Fracton npC 100 100 
Ionospheric Propagation Efficiency Fraction nio PROP 
Atmospneric Propagation Efficiency Fraction nATM PROP a toO 100 
Bean Collection Efficiency Fraction n3c 0 o00 Ica 
RF-DC Converter Efficiency FeactEan 1AF-C 0 100 100 
.RICtIfna Power Distribution Efficiency Fraction naECT Po 50 I00 100 
Specific Mass of the Solar Blanket Wi 'SAO 20 90 100 
Efficiency of the Solar Concentralor Fraction n{,N 20 g0 100 
Specific HIS of theSoler Concentrator kg/km _ 0 90 100 
Ratio Conducting Struct.'1sStoArray Area. Iki/im 20 go 
Patio, Non-ced. struct. 1's to Array Aea kg/km2 -riCv 20 90 too 
4Specific Ha, Of central 1o h/k- S-cm 20 90 10 
Aspect Ratio of Solar Array Fraction rA 
Anten Clearance Fraction rL 
Diameter of Tranimlcting Antenna kn DINT 
,Pecific Mass of Antenna Structure kg/kw 0 r 30 30 ICO 
Specific main of oC-Ur convertors k/tku IC-R 30 90 log 
Specific 4ass )fWaveguides kg/kW ..iro 90 loo 
Specific Has of Antenna interfac, "/kw -AT0INT T 
Specific Mass of Phase Control Electronics kg/it siCE 90 IC0 
miscellaneous .is kq 4.1S1C To 
Percentage of Satellite Asslmbled by MAN Fraction a3 0 30 100 
gate of Manned Al$sebly kg/Oiy MAIE0 0 so 90 
gate of qemote Assasbly kg/Day REI14TE a io 90 
total Construction lime Oays fT 
F 

Shift Fator 1/0 f-s
j 
Personnel ProductIvity FacPor Friction f1 a 9 
.lieoerstor Availabil ty Ficor Fraction f, -ST Ic 1:0 
Telcoirstor 'tor Factor Fraction f. a l0r 100 
rieicA4ton Rlte of Modults tqgnay Ir." 30 '100 
FabriCation Module 4valail 'ty Factor Friction AB0 ;D 
Percentage of Personnel Using ManIoulators Fract-on Y 
ianioalator Availability Fcor Fraction "'All1 0 __ _. 
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TASLEE.t. STAtE-C.CRLtt AT0VCl5Z31015T -anPAM=J 11Cs 
[OIWOAlr I HE STATE - OF 
w D.P.A O.P.3 OP.C 
t.olr Of Personsol Per LEO Space Station nivih r #LO %/% 
Vablricatloa odleUnit Kne"it-Clt aIN 500 
Y,1.oPiiat' Unit Ma.S. so A E0 10 140 
LeO Support to, Unit s kg Am 0 10 100 
EVA Ionai pe Unit M4ytr k 0 100 100 
EVA unit u Sacatr *rCtiO' ' a '0 t 
ligUletur Unit mitt Vkg C 0 Se 1 
LO1 space station unit itta le ALEOt S/ tL 100 
Asnobly (quit.PoplrliantitioIo Facte friction A ROP a 100 Too 
Slace state naour Ettaniot Factor Frection IIS e ( -
C1e. Module Unit gist tOa9E led 100 
Gt sale. staticsUnit "fa.ts k t 111 0 To I TO 
IC? Total 1(0.O(0 Million AV .1%c AVLe1 ---
LC lackett hussc jtveloqity s/..' 
- i-
ZT fl.nt so.ssrfI n ctFor rac IrtioC 
Crawloi~iop.o Ira ao ws 10o0 
A'S htel 'LrndrTroMI -in At;V, sf1. -/- .- -
Aillbtlult Jet eoYcily ./IC C -
III Propellant Has.F,ction .. its 
Liquid Hydrogen storage Tank unit Flats to - -
LI4014 Hydrogen Storage Tank Capacity kHI 
Liquid Oxygen Storage Tenk Unit $as Lots1 
Ito-std01y98n Sborage Tank Cacicit, I, CLs 
Ion propellanIt toaetint N.a" ig 
LO Propellant Stlorgt tlk Capaoty Ig fir 
-
L P?.Yld toLeo k' iL OP 
OILY A1e1age Load Fater Friction fLA OI 
HLtY Turnaround ties 'aIsTURN 
Hunter of PsonlPer Shuttle fllght Roche, I 091T(aO too10 
Shuttle Turnero...d Ti.s 0a' 15 SSus 
La...chCoIt Pgr IILLV -1-:t c0 0 o 100Y 
NLIY Unit Cost S AUnit 0 so 150 
LAUncis Cat per Shuttle Flight I t$SHUTTLE( 11 led No) 
Shuttle Unit Cost t too toldC 
I'Abticrti iodualI Unit cost - FA go5 oe 
fabrication Noduld Aaortiiation Factor practiolt FAB 
flIoo.rator Jolt cost S rctEC S 100 
Teletoaorotor Aaortlsitlon Factor friction A'TIE--
AsgeblEqlpont soplat Specific Cost 
LE Spor05 Ot Iot 
I 
I 
C4E IsOF 
'fur 0 J TOO too 
LE Spprt 
t 
ut Iiotijtti Factor Frttc'o' 4tsic -
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Table 1.2. ATDECISION - 11 (Conetd)SlATE.F-KNOLItEGE PointS PROGRAM
IMPOVEMEsNT STATECFIN THE ­
wur atwr win$ A IOiAEOGE OVERTDAY. I 
NAME 0.P.A O.P.B O.P.C 
Nufbr of Shifts for Ground Operators Autbr fGRO 
EVA Equipment Unit Cost $ QEVi 0 100 100 
mnipulator Unit Cost S 0 90 100 
manipultor Asortisation Factor FriActin PAMJP 
LEO Space Station Unit Cost $ 'LEO WSt 0 I 300 
LIO Space Station Amortiustloa factor Friction 'LEO' 15 
OGO spice Station Unit Cost $ COEO$S, 3100 100 
CEO Space StuttaoAoartlsetton Factor Fraction 4GEO SIS 
Spae Station Resupply Specific Colt S S/S RES 0 100 3o0 
LST Unit Cost' C1.0 0 100 )DO 
LCT AlOtiFriOonn Factor ALCT -rclfom -I 
AIS Unit Colt S CRIS , 0 0 to 
All AmIortifation Factor Fraction RAIS -
Cryo Tug Propellant Specific Colt S c1 7 P OP 
ton Propellant Specific Colt :1.: Car5 PROP 
Crew Module nilt Cost .S C I ICC 
Crew Modvle AmortisstlOn rictor Fraction. iCRE 
Liquid Hydrogen Storae link Unit Cost I CLJT 1to 100 
Liquid Oxygen Storage TlalkUnit Cost .. OZT 0 O) too 
Ion Propillet Storage TlankUnit Cost S cT O 0 00 
Liquid Hydrogen Tank Alortisetion Factor Fraction ClHT 0 1O0 Ica 
Liquid Oxygen Talk Aortls4tlon Factor Fraction aLOlT 0 100 ICC 
Ion F'opallant lInt Aoo.tisetion Factor Friction aCT 0 a 00 
AStenna Fover Ofitribution Specific Cost S/kv . cP 90 TOO 
Phase ControlSpcific Cost Slow C,t ]a0 W0 
Waveguid. Specific Cost S/ki 3WG0o- 90 
PC-RF Convertor Specific Cost i/tW ClrF 30 90 Ica 
Antenne Structura Specific Cost t/k Cr 10 90 300 
S.lar Array Blanket Specific Cost, /. c o7 Ica 
Soler Array Concentrator Specific Cost S/m2 -SAC 000 
Conducting Structure Specific Cost 3/k, CsT. 0 SO lO0 
Mon-Conducting Structure Specific Cost S/kg 
' 
0C9NC to 10 
Cntral Matl Specific Cost S/kg ISTCK 0 9 100 
Mlicelleous Equipment Specific cost S/kg 'nISC I0 70 ]00 
Rectvnne site $paciric Cost $/k ORE tO I00 I00 
Ractnsa Sitr"eture Specific Cost SkW '$TRUCT 30 100 100 
AF-DC Convertor Specific Cost Sik OAF-O, to 100 30 
Power Interface .Specific Cost $ikw C.ITEF. to 100 100 
Phese Control Specific Colt S/kw lo I 100 100 
Solar flux consantt 4 -
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1VEA.C-F-XOAiE! A' DCCSIOis -
IMPROVNi -
Teste1-3. MLXl PROMAfit 
EO TilTSTATE OF 
MODAYkmins VARIAOLE OO&MPE OVER IIPUT nIuoi 
P~oiriitpo a ttstbr 
!powrGatput it the aUsbar IN P 
.P.8 D.P.C AIAD 
picki g Factor Of the Solar Blanket Fractieo, '. D7 
fontisu, Concentration Ratio Fractlion a -
Sola, Call Efficiency Fraction .. 90 
3014, Array Power Olistribtion Efficiency Fraction nupo so 1OD 
Aatenvi Interface Efficiency Fraction 4AT*|N so 100 
Antenna Power OlltributlOn Efticiencj Fraction "AnT PD so wl 
DC-Rf converter ifficiency Fraction OCoRf so 100 
Phasa control Eff1Cilncy Fractioc npc 75 100 
Ionospheric Propagatiffficlancy Fraction MID pROp *­
AiS.1l5tric Propagation Efficioncy Fraction "ATmPROP 0 1N 
tete Collectionl Efficiency Friction Me 0 10 
Ar-DC Converter Efficiency Friction "RF.OC 0 100 
Rectenne Pa,., Olstributio ftiicitdcy 
Specific HisS of the Solar BlInket 
friction "ArPo 
'71'2 0 A5 
70 
0s 
100 
Efficlncy of the Solar Concentrator Fraction so SO -O-
Specific MasS of the Solar Comcontrator kg/km2 .0 in 
Ratio: Conducting Struct. Mass toArray Area klkmz =%dr so 0 
Rato: Mon-Cons. Struct. mass to Arrlay Area kg/kE moron s0o 
swific M4iu01 Cental 4lst ki/l. so,50 go1 
Asoect Ratio of Solar Array practioe rA* 
Atinna Cloarance FractIon ' L 
Olastler Of Tranin'lt Antenma DART 
SaqCiflc Miassof Anrtnna SLUctUl kg/ku *ANTS S0 
Spci ficMASS Of OC- F cone.rtrt kgj/w D -0 
Speci ic MIS Of,Wve uliles q/k V NOs 90 
Specific ass of Antent Int.eface kgq/h A11T.INT 0 
Specific MASISof Phase Control Electroics ktLv 0PQE ,0 
hMasfl MaS10 asnou S so 
PerCe4tge of Satellite I ebl'eO by "an Fraction 2aI go 
Cato Of Manned ASSeSbly kg/lay RAVREO to 
pace of 1eote AssenT 7, kg/say • Rt!'OTE 20 
to al co nstruc ti on tim e b T t ia+ - + 
Shift Facto, 1/8y j fs • 
Personnel Productivity factor Fpact ft qac 9o 
TaOleloeator Availabllity Factor Fraction f AV. lo1 
Titlopstaor Work Factor $,action f 
lol Okg/Icy ] 2, 90 
FabriciteO ModuleAvaYilbli Sty factor Frlctnl dOO 100 
i " 
Maipla~tor Availablity FactOr Fraction I tnAnp 101C 
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0 
Table .3. STAT-OF- OWtEaNAT 
INPUT(LEN I UNITS 
(unbar Of Personnel pgr LEOSpace Station lumabr 
Fabrication module Unit "&ilo k9 
rT.I.ooiricor Unit Mo., Ig 
tE Support Tug Unit MISS JIB 
EVA CquIPt..nI Unit s.ss k, 
EVA Unlt US. Factor $'le-ca 
4,inpulator Unit Mast kg 
LEO Spa.,.St.con.- nJ1iss 
IScob Equip. Propillnit Factor Fraction 
Space Station Otleoply Estimation Factor Erection.. 
Or.w f.Nl. tn.L Its.a 
OR0 space St ion Unit 4awtO0 kl 
LOT Total LEO-GEO 4litton at /se 
L T Roci at( S C Jt Velocity m 
Let P.'rpsl lnt lI lrc oo 
Crte Rotation .sn1od o,, 
ASt Total ItO-GZO Milion Av 
ASS Zhaust Jet Valotty SO 
AIS P1opelI sIt . 4 O5' Oc 
Liuas Iiorogen lorngeeankUnitnoo kg 
Liquid Hydrogen Storage Tank Capacity k 
Liquid Oxygol Storage Tank Unit Mo,, 
Liquid Oxygen $€O11ge I... CAOiICyt 
kg 
Sol 
lo propelant rStorage ttle Ms ' ker 
!On P~opollUt Swage lineCapaiy SOO 
to LEO 
__ ____ylold kg 
FLLI A dAuleLoad Factor Friction 
ILLYe....round Cost 
' 
t 
.lsr of Poonnel Par 1hate I1,he Iy4..ber 
shuttle Tur.'AGld 'lq* pay' 
Launch Case Per ILLJ 119-t | 
HI.IVJNitl t S01 
tuncl (st aer Shuttle Fl Senc S 
shluttleuniitCott S 
EO S 4og llUnit Colt S 
TE lt t ri Unt Csto I0

Titleoptrltor AmOrttt4tlonl rdito, 

A'Scil
Ew gmfl raooll&t Specilfi os, t 
L(O. Ol((stIu~r SCa 
. 'Or~s$iO. $
L,0 S P ipO Ay Factor ~t 

ECISIONPOINTS-PAOCGRIII(Contd) 
I POVE$ENTIN ri( STATE , OF 
VARIABLE lH4EVGE OVERTODAY. 
to-e O.P.9 A.P.C 

fLEO S/S
 
'FAB so 

nTELE so 1a0
 
TUG so loo 
'Eva Do to 
fFYA 100 7w 
.1AIIIP 50 go 
rLEO IS 10, log 
FA PROP so 1og 
fs ($ 
-
CREW o ]0 
SIS IS It 
Vtt
 
4-
TqOT 10
 
4v A S
 
Alo"
 
t
 
C-T 
 N 
LOST
 
itLT
 
40 I 
fO^O 70
 
NNt-oLL
L, -N to' I
 
:.Jqf, IIS •
 
HLLV 50 TI
 
"I UNIT iof[ IN
 
CotU:TLE 700 1-
S .):III lo) T(o 
FB 19
 
90
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table i£3. STAT-.- - III (Cont d)C AT DCION -POINTSPROGAM
IMPROWIEIT IdTHESTATE- OF 
LIIS VARIAILE sflOiLtOSETODAY.OVER TINPTu9LEflV hum O.P, O.P.C A 
Nu.0cr of Shifts For Ground Oerators lu~bee -
EVA Equi~tnt Ut{ Col S CEVA 100 100 - I 
Siiulao nit colt I CWI 90 SO 
HNl&laD toftAmfortisationfFctor Fraction 1ANIP 
LEO $Sae,Ston Unit Cos; S ¢EOE S/S 70 ITo 
LEO '.pac Station Aoortilitio, Facto, Friction 4LE $ ­0 

DI Space $ttion Olt Cost I CC I S too4 S 
aEo Scats Station Asorcitation Factor Fracticn ICEO s;S ­
space Station assuoply Spscific Cost I CSIS 0 o 
ICO Unilt(Ott $ LS 7 103 
icT Anoetsaton Victor Fraction Nc _______ 
LCS Unit Cost I CAts 5 
LCS Aeortsat ona Factor Fraction a Let 
Orya, Tug Pronallinht Specific Case .:"I c CT PROP
 
Ion Propellant SpeccC st : cat PROP
 
s 

Cr module unit cost $ CCREW 
 too1(3
 
LiQ~quid g~ !"r.k ."it C S % 0I:L-if 

iouid OXygO Storag Tak Unit Colt cLOXT 0 100
 
leutP onc Storge Tank Unit Cost S' t 0 0 
LlQusd Aydrogen Tank Arortilation Factor Fraction ILH 0 TOOT 
Liquid Oxygen Tank Amort'stimn ;actor Fraction LOX-_ too 
;on Pro.ellant Tank Amorcis4aon ractor aIri 0 
Antenna Power Distribution SoeIfic Cost /kI so s0 
Phase control Soecific cost S kg e i0 90 
avalqulde Specific Ctt 11G 90o/kJ o 
OC.qF Canverter Soetii Cost S;k4 c 0 0 5. F 50 90 
Antenna trocture So0cifC oSt $'.4 - o I 
5o"r Array Stan.e soecific Cost S/at z . " I __ So 70 
S.oar Aray Cancentrator Specific Cost S/k AC 0 
:onouctin StructureSpeciffc Cost Slit C$ 00 
io 
Central last SpecifIc Cost FC., So 
"Jon.Condoecun 
 Structure Speclfic Cast S,k9 50
C/kg sO 
vitCeI.Ja Iout specific Cost 0 IQ,u'onent 5/k1C 
tectenria Site Specific Cost Slk cle a To 
lecterns. Structure oecltec COSt I/) c t 200 
J 
5 7 0 4  

Af-OC COnvertor 5peCific goit S/, " RF* C so I00 
swer .teSateific :05t S/k; cI,0 log 
11.t. Control Scitc Cost S/ I C, F ~ so too 
;lr in:oni,t V F. 
WV~ - ­
joeUJOINAL rPI.&E 
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APPENDIX F
 
COMPUTATION OF CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
 
This appendix details the computational procedure for deter­
mining the probabilities necessary for analyzing the decision trees
 
presented inSection 4. It isto be noted that theprobabilities are
 
conditioned upon getting to the decision node inquestion. Figure F.1
 
shows the effects of the decision rules acting on the probability den­
sity function of the current statexof-knowledge for Program I. The pop­
ulation or density function after Decision Point A is obtained by taking
 
the product of the initial probability density function with one minus
 
the cumulative distribution representing decision rule A. Thus:
 
fA (cost) = f0 (cost) [l-C(MA , CA) I 
where C(MA, Ca) isthe cumulative distribution function for a Gaussian
 
distribution of mean MA and standard deviation aA. Likewise:
 
fB (cost) = fA (cost) [I-C(M, UB) I
 
and
 
fc (cost) = fB (cost) [l-C(MCI aC) ]
 
Then, noting that the area under curve f0 is unity, PA is the
 
area under curve fA' and:
 
Area under curve fB
 
PB=
 B ~ PA
 
and
 
Area under curve fc-

PC 
 PB
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0.110 
a, 0.10 
= 0.09 
z 
0.07 	 State-of-Knowledqe Today
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C.04
 
0.03 	 \Population After Decision
 
Point B. 
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2 0.02 
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Present Value of Total Unit Cost Referenced to the Initial
 
Operation Date, $billions (1974)
 
Figure F.l Analysis of Conditional Branching Probabilities
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GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL UNITS AND ABBREVIATIONS
 
cm centimeter (10-2 meters)
 
g gram (10 kilograms)
 
GHz gigahertz (109 cycles per second)
 
GW gigawatt (109 watts)
 
n efficiency (decimal fraction)
 
kg kilogram (2.2046 pounds mass)
 
km kilometer ('103 meters)
 
kV kilovolt (103 volts)
 
kW kilowatt (103 watts)
 
kWh kilowatt-hours
 
m meter (3.2808 feet)
 
"
 micron, (vm)_ millionth (i0 ) of a meter
 
MW megawatt (106 watts)
 
mW milliwatt (-3' watt)
 
RFI radio frequency interference
 
solar flux 1353 megawatts per square kilometer
 
a standard deviation
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